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~tOSJptctuSJ•
This institution, known at present as ST. XAVIER COLLEGE
was ·established October 17, 1831 , by the Right Rev. Edward D:
F~nwick, D. D., first Bishop of Cincinnati, under the name of
the CCAtkenceu11z." In the year 1840 it was transferred, by the
Most Reverend Archbishop J. B. Purcell, D.D., to the Fathers
of the Society of Jes'us, who have conducted" it ever since under
the title first mentioned. It was incorporated by the General
Assembly of the State in 1842. In 1869 an act was passed which
se'cq:res to the institution a perpetual charter and all the privi-
leges usually granted to universities.
The course of study embraces the Doctrine and Evidence~
of the Catholic Religion, Logic, Metaphysics, Ethics, Astronomy,
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Rheturic, Compo- .
sition, .Elocution, History, Geogr~phy,Arithmetic, Penmanship,
Book..keeping, Actual Business, COlnmercial Law, the Latin,
Greek, English, German and French languages. The College is
provided with suitable Philosophical Apparatus, and possesses a
valuable collection of Mineralogical and Geological specimens.
department of Chemistry extensive improvements have
in point of a large stock of apparatus, and of
'i.·••·.~~xceu.mt facilities for work. The new Laboratory is supplied
requisite appliance. Each of the forty desks is fitted
h drawers and lockers, separate drainage and water supply,
aad gas for both heating and illuminating purposes. This
l.<afx>ratory is used by students in Qualitative Analysis and
General Chemistry; a Labor~tory Course in the latter being
required in addition to the regular lecture and daily repetition.
The Library numbers about 16,000 volumes. Th,ere are
a1so selec! libraries for the use of the students.
ST. XAVIER COLLEG~.
@en~al ltegulattonu.
The Acadetnic Year consists of one session, beginning on tb~
-first Monday of September, and ending in the last week in June,
when the Annual Cotutnencenlent, the Conferring ofD'egreesand
. the Distribution of Prelniulns take place
The session is divided into two terms-the first ending on the
first of January and the second in the last week ·ofJune.'A
thorough exanlinatioD of all the classes is made at the close o.f the
second ternl. There are four conlpetitionsduring the 'course' of
the year-the first in October, the second in December, the third
in February and the fourth toward the end of April. The flj:St,
second and third cou1petitions are followed by distribution' of
prenliums. The places or degrees of merit obtained by the
students in 'the different classes are publi'cly proclaimedtand
honors are awarded 'to s·uch as have:: been Ul0st distinguished for,
good conduct, diligence and proficiency. .
On completion of the Classical Course, the degree of A.B.
is conferred upon those who, on examination, are found deserving
of that distinction. Subsequently 'the degree of A.M. be
obtained by devoting a second year to the study of
the institution, or two years to a learned 'Pr()te:S$l~O'll.
of the Commercial Course receive all hO~lJbjr~r"i(~eif'~~,tt;~~1'~
completion of the course.
Every candidate for admission· who "i\is'ii~(»)t p'~f$el$,lly
acquainted with SOlue member 'of the Fa'cu.tty:~m1.tst'pf'($atlce
proper testimonials of a good moral character: Ifbe Q<Dmestrom
another College, he will be required to pr$senta·certiBcate of
good standing in the institution which he has left.·
Quarterly reports are sent to the parents or guardians of the
students, to inforl11 them of the conduct and improvement of
their sons or wards.
Punctual attendance- is earnestly recommende,d. Parents are
regularly infortned of the nODwattendance of their sons. In case
of absence, a note assigning a sufficient reason must be brought
to the Prefect of Discipline.
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In order that the lessons may be prepared with proper
assiduity, parents are requested to in~ist on their sons studying
at home for two or three hours every evening. When students
are to be withdrawn frolD the institution, due notice should be
given to the President.
The College is open every morning at half-past seven o'clock.
Those who come before the tinle of class proceed at once to the..
Study Hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are
required to be present five minutes before half-past eight o'clock,
at which hour the Catholic students hear Mass. At nine o'clock .
the regular ~xercises of class commence, closing at three o'clock.
For the maintenance of order and discipline, strict obedience,
assiduous application and blameless conduct are required of every
student. Any serious fault regarding these essential points
renders the offender liable to effective correction, and even to
dismissal, if it be deemed necessary by the Faculty.
None are received as boarders in the College.
'r.i!. .:~tti...~"" ••",..+
the institution is .ot endowed, it is entirely dependent
~' .......'..,'..." .... on the fees paid for tuition. ,
! . t.··.tI~.fli.J;lU'U~, persess,j<pi1Q:()f~en months, for all classes, $'60'0'00.
~tnd'en1ts of Cll¢mistry. and Natural Philosophy, for the tlS~
:the pay $10.00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $5. 00.
Certificates for the completion of the Comme~cial Course,
$5.00•
Payments must be made quarterly or senli-annually in
advance. The account for tuition dates from the day of the
studen~~~s entrance. No deduction is allowed for absence, save
in cas~()fdismissalor protracted illness. The session is divided
into <!uarters, beginning respectively about the 1st of ~eptember,
the 15th of November, the 1st ~f February and the 15th of April.
ST. XAVIJtR CO~~I:tGE.
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I. THE CLASSICAL COURSE.
There are two Courses of Instruction, the Classical and
Commercial.
10 ST. XAVIER ,COLLEGE.
<!OUtSJ£SJ of 31uSJtructiou.
Tfhe Classical Course is designed to impart a thorough liberati'
education. In the accotnplishnlent of this purpose, the AncieD~
Classics hold the first place as the most efficient instrument t>f'
mental discipline. Besides Lati.n, Greek and English, theConrse"
"embraces Religious Instruction, Mental and Moral PhilosopbY,'
Astronomy. and Mathematics, History, Literature, the Natural
Sciences-in a word, all the usual branches of a conlplete educa~
tion. It bas been found, by long experience, that this is the
only COtl,rse that fully develops all the faculties, forms a correct
taste, teaches the student how to use all his powers to the best
aqvantage, and prepares him to excel in any pursuit, whether!
professional or comnlercial.'
The Course is divided into two departnlents-Collegiate and
(ltollegiate lE>epartment.
CLASS OF PHILOSOPHY.
The object of this class is to form the mind to habits
correct reasoning, and to impart sound principles of. mental
moral philosophy.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION-Wilmers' Hand Book. Lectures'
in Explariation.
LOGIC AND· M~TAPHYSICS-Russo'sSumnla Philosophica.
For ref'erence: Hill, Stonyhurst Series, Poland, Coppens.
ETHICs-]ouin's Elementa Philosophice Moralis. For refer-
8'1\ XA VIl:tR COr~IofEGIt.
A. lVI.. D. GO'
_ "._ ~ "j(~".""-" "'~-
CINCINNATI, Septemb:er 12, 1899,.
DEAR SIR:
The Post-Graduate Lectures will be resumed on
Tuesday, October 10th.
The attendance during the' past three years, has
been more than encouraging, and there is everyr'eason.
to hope that it will so continue.
The primary object of thel~tures is to enabl~ out
own graduates to continue their philosophical and
literary studies. Hence1 when eth., supplementary
subjects are introduced, they are treated not in the
spirit of a technical training school forspeeiaJ1stS"
but on broad general lines sUited to thoraughlJ edu~
cated men whatever their profession may be.
Attendance Is not restricted to those who have re-
ceived the Bachelor's degree or who are candid~tes
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can give satisfactory proofs of his ability to follow the
lectures with. interest and profit.
The course is completed in three years; but the
Faculty has made such arrangements that anyone
who wishes to pursue a particular study for a longer
time, may find ample opportunities.
The usual degrees are conferred, but only on the
strictest conditions. Regular attendance, a written or
oral examination, and an original thesis are required in
every case. No honorary degrees in Philosophy,
Literature or Science are given. However, a certifi...
cate will be granted, at the end of the three years, to
gentlemen who have not made the full preliminary col...
lege course but who have been faithful in attendance,
have submitted a thesis and have passed a satisfactory
examination. .
The subjects chosen for theses should be submitted
for approval to the Faculty not later than December
31 st: the theses should be handed il) before April 1st.
The examinations will be held about the middle of April.
The courses offered for the scholastic year 1899-
19010 are :
Psychology; Natural Theologyt
Rev. Michael ]. O'Connor, S.J.
- Rev. Edward A.' Higgins, 5.].
- Rev. John N. Poland, SJ.
... Rev. Francis ]. Finn, 5.J.
s'r. XAVIKR COI...l"l\GEt.
Faithful attendance at the lectures In at least one
of the principal courses Is expected even from thos,e
who are not candidates for degrees.
Evenings wUI bie set apart for "scholastic circles";
and, from time to' time, there will be lectures on speci.a.l
topics, to which members may tnvltea limited numb:er
of friends.
The regular lectures will be given on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 p.m., In the hall which has
been fitted-up especially for the purpose. The oipentng
lecture will be on Tuesday, October 10th.
No one will be admitted to any of the regular I~c-
tures without a ticket signed by the Treasurer.
&uoo Tickets for the eo.tire Coufte" $~O.OO
Diplomas, MD'
Certifbta,. .. 5J)O:
For further information, a.pply at the UOlllegl~
R,ector, Rev. Michael J. O'Con.not, 5.j.,
John N. Poland Jr 5.j.
Please to let us know, as soon as LJVQ<,glWl IV.
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•S'r. XAVIER COI,r..RGIt. 11
ence: Hill, Russo, Poland, Stonyhurst Series, Liberatore's
political I~C()11()lny.
MA'fHltM A'rIcs-Differential and Integral Calculus.
AS'fRONOMy-Young's Elements of Astronomy.
SCIENcE--Special course, two hours a week.




1~he object of this class is the study of Oratory and Historical
Cotnposition.
I·:VIDENCES OF RltLIGION.
Willners' J"Ialld I~ook. Lectures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Models-- 1st I'rernl: Cicero-Pro Lege Manilia or Pro Milone.
Horace-Select Odes and Epodes.
2nd Term :Cicero-O'ne of the following orations:
In Catilinam, Pro Marcello,. Pro Ligario.
Tacittls-8elections.
Horace-Select Epistles anq Satires.
Practice-Latin Themes ;Origin.al.Composi:tioios;. ImJ:tatiC>'8s
of Models;' Off-ha.nd trat1s1~tiop!j.A1()i Latin
English, and of English ~ltlto Latin.
(;RE:ltK.
Models- I st Term :
Select passages into Latin.
2nd "term: St.
the following plays: S01Dbc)clE~S-...~tGU1)~§.r.f~·ta~J;D;·~~$
or Antigone; or t.E~lch.vltls--J:J'ro:metnce't1s
a speech of Demosthenes or Chrysostom.
Practit(!-Thetnes: Imitations; Antbo1ogY,for reference.
ENGI~ISI-r.
Precepts-Coppens' Oratorical Composition; History. For
reference: Quintilian, Kleutgen, Blair.
Literature-Jenkins'Manual-Orators an·d Historians.
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Models-The best specitnens of British and American Orators
and Historians. .
Practice-Inlitations; Original Conlpositions - Oratorical
Poetical, Historical. Critical Essays on Models. '
LANGUAGES.
MATHEMATICS.
1St Ternl: \\lentworth's COl11plete Algebra, from Equations
of First Degree to end.
. 2nd Term: Wentworth's Analytic Geometry.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Constitution and Government of the United
States.




The object of this class is the cultivation, in a special man-
. ner: of taste, sentinlent and style, which is to be effected chiefly
by the study of the best poets.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Wilmers' HandBook. Lectures in Explanation.
L'l\.TIN.
Precepts-Yenni-Prosody repeated and finished.
Models-1st Term: Virgil's JEneid.
Cicero: Pro Archia.
Selections from Christian Poets.
2nd Term: Virgil's JEneid.
Horace's Ars Poetica.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Latin Versification, both terms; Themes; Imita-




Precepts-Venni-Prosody. Anthology for reference.
Models-1st Tertll: Homer's Iliad.




Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction - Nature and
Varieties of Poetry, including Epic and 'Dramatic;
Beauty; Sl1blitnity; Taste; Novels; Essays. Kleut-
gen, Broeckaert, etc., for reference. .
Literature-Jenkins' Manual-,Poets, Novelists, Essayists.
Models-Specitnens of Dramatic, Lyric, Elegiac and Didactic
Poetry.
Practice-Inlitations. Original exercises inP6etry and
Essay..writing. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHEMATICS
1St Ternl: Wentworth's Plane Trigonometry.








The object of this class is to train the students in the Ulinor
species of Cotnpositiot1; Narration, Description, Dial()gue, Letter"
writing. COlnparative (jrammar is ll1ade a special I'eature.
Versification is begun.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism reviewed.
Practical Instructions.
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LANGUAG~S.
LATIN.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Syntax repeated with all notes
etc. Prosody begun. . »





SelectioBs from Christian Poets.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and in inlitation of Authors'
Verse-making; . Off-hand translatioD. »
GREEK.
Precepts-1st Term: Ye'Q.ni-Etymology and Syntax repeated
with all notes, etc.' Anthology for reference.
2nd Term: Yenni-Colnparative Grammar.
Models-1st Term: Palrephatus; Plutarch.
2114 Term: Xenophon; Old and New Testament.
Practz"ce-Themes on Syntax and Authors.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction-Style, Varieties
of Style, Minor Species of Prose Composition, viz.,
Narration and Description, Dialogues, etc. English
Versification.
Models-Specimens of Minor Species of Composition in Prose
and Verse.
Practice-Imitations; Original Exercises in Minor Species of
Composition.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Geometry, three books.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Geometry, completed.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-Ancient, Fredet.





Besides being a preparation for the Collegiate Course, this
department ainls at iUlparting such an education as is usually
given by the High Schools and Academies. It comprises three
classes.
FIRST ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to complete the study of Grammar
and to perfect the student in the sinlple forms of composition
begun in the preceding class.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




PreceptS-1st Term: Yennt's Syntax, from Moods and Tenses
to the end, excluding Ulore difficult notes. I
2nd Term: Syntax of first term repeated, with notes
entire and frequent drill.
Models-1st Term: Cicero-Extracts, Letters.
2nd Term: Cresar.
Pract£ce-Original themes on Syntax and Authors. '
GREEK.
PreceptS-1st Term: Venni- Mat'ter' of prececti11lg'
repeated, adding exceptions; contra~t nouns
verb"s, verbs in fU, etc., 'to Syntax, excluded.
2nd Term: Yenni-Repetitiori of more difficult p'arts
of Etymology; Syntax without notes.
Models-JEsop, Hierocles, Lucian~
practice-Easy exercises in formation of verbs, etc.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction- Elements of
COlllposition ; Words, Sentences, Punctuation; Fjg~
ures; Epistolary Composit~on.
lJfodels-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Iulitations. Original Exercises. ~
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MATHEMATICS.
1St Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra to Fractions
included. t
2nd Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Fractions
to Radical Expressions, included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Fredet's Modern.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa,
Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
. PENMANSHIP-Daily Practice.
SECOND ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to acquire skill in parsing, readi-
ness in the analysis and construction of sentetices, and facility of
expression, by means of translat,ion and the simpler forms of
Composition. Greek is begun in the second term.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Repetition from lists of Perfects
and Supines; Syntax as far as Moods and Tenses!,
without notes and exceptions.
2nd Term: Same portion of Syntax repeated, witk
notes and exceptions. '
Models-1st Term: Historia Sacra.
2nd Term: Yenni-Fables and Dialogues.
Practice-1st Term: Easy Themes. Constant drill on English
and Latin forms of Verbs.
2nd Term: Arnold.
GREEK.
(Begun at the opening of the second terlTI.)
Precepts--Yenni's Grammar, as far as Regular Verbs,
included, omitting exceptions, contracts, etc.
S'l". XAVIER COLLEGE.
Practice-Constant drill on Nouns, Adjectives, and Regular
Verbs. Easy themes.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and nlemorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sen-
tences. Easy compositions. Daily exercises in'
Reading and Spelling fro?"! the text-books used in
class. .
ARITHMETIC.
1St Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage;. Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to the end.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.,
HISTORy-Fredet's Modern-From beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHV - Appleton's Standard Higher - South and
Central America and Europe. '
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily Practice.
THIRD ACADEMIC.
In this class the study of Latin is begun. The object of
this class is, by constant and thorough drill, to familiarize the
student with the eletnents of ora1lJ.Jl1ar, boih Latir~> !and English"
and to begin their application in short and easy tbemes and
compositions.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-I st Ternl: Yenni-To list of Perfects and Supine-s,
omitting the exceptions.
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._-----
2nd Ternl: Same nlatter repeated, inc1uding prin-
cipal exceptions; and as far as Syntax. Easier
rules of Syntax.
Models-2nd Ternl: Historia Sacra.
Practice-Ea~ythenles. Constant drill on English and. Latin
foruls of Verbs.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology. Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, v:ith attention to correct Use
of words, etc. Easy compositions.
Reading-Excelsior :Fifth Reader. Daily practice.
Spelling-Reed's Word Lessons. Daily practicE;.
ARITHMETIC.
ISt Ternl: Ray's New Practical-COlnU1()n and Decimal
Fractions repeated; Metric System; FOllr cases of Percentage.
2nd Ter111: Percentage, with application to Discount.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-From begin-
ning to Central America.
ELOCUTIoN-One hour a week.
. PENMANsHIP-Daily practice.
II. ~l)e Qtommerctal ([out~e+
This course offers to those who do 110t wish to avail them·
selves of a regular classical training, the means of acquiring a
good English or Commer'cial education. It ,embraces Book-
keeping, an ample course of Arithl11etic, with the elenlents of
Algebra; and to a complete Gralnmar course, it adds the study
of Style, the principles and practice of the minor species of Com-
position, especially Letter-writing, and a course of Religious





Deharbe's Large CatechislI1 reviewed.
Practical Instructions.
19
!)recepts-Coppens' Introduction-Figures,Varieties of Style,
Letter-writing, Narration and Description, Novels,
etc.
ilfodels-Specitllens of nlinor Composition in Prose and
\Terse. .
l)ractice-I~xercises in nlinor species of Composition,' espe-
cially Io/etter-writing, with particular attention to
Business Letters.
ARITHMl~TIC AND ALGEBRA.
1st Ternl: I)ractical Arithmetic applied to Business transac-
tions; Wentworth's J~lelnents of Algebra, to Fractions included.
2nd TerrIl: I)ractical Arithmetic; Wentworth's Elements,
front :F'ractions to Radical Expressions included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.








I)eharbe's Large Catechism, Part III.
Practical I tlstructions.
ENGLISH.
j>recepts-Coppens' Introduction-From beginning to Figures
of Speech.
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Models-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises, including easier
fornls of Letter-writing, with special attention to
sentence-building, punctuation, etc.
ARITHMETIC.
1St Term: Ray's New Practical-Repeated fronl Fractions.
.Special attention to Business transactions.
2nd Ternl: Work of the 1St Term continued. Copious
exercises from other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-Fredet's Modern-From beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa,
Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
BOOK-KEEPING.
COMMERCIAL LAW.




Deharbe's Large Catechisnl, Part II.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Pro£,essOf,
analyzed and lllenlorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and anlplification of $entences.
Easy compositions. Daily Exercises in Reading
and Spelling frolll the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1St Ternl: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to end. Copious exercises from other
authors.
ST. XAVIER COI.CEGR. 21
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ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HrSTOR v-lJnited States lTistory, Sadlier.
(}EOGRAI>l'IY-Appleton's Standard Higher-South and
Central Anleriea, l~urope. United States reviewed
in studying liistory.
BOOK-KI~gPIN(;.
EI.,ocu'rI(}N-()l1e hour a week.
PB: N MANS II I !)--I)aily Prae t ice.
FOURTH COMMERCIAL CLASS.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's I~arge Catechistl1, Part I.
Practical I nstrttctions.
ENGLISH.
l)recepts-(~oold Brown-litynlology and Analysis of Sen-
tences.
l7fodtls-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
l)racticl'-li:xercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of \vords, etc. I~:asy conlpositioDS.
Readillg-I~xcelsior Fifth Reader, and all books used in
class. I)aily practice.
Spelling-I~eed'sWord Lessons, and other books used in
class.
ARITHMETIC.
I~t Ternl: Ray's New Practical-Colnnlon and Decimal
Fractions; Metric Systetn ;B~our Cases of Percentage, Fractions
included.
2nd 'fernl: Percent<:\ge, with application to Discount. Copi-
OllS exerciseH frOtll ()t her au thors.
ACCltSSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORV··-(~il11l()Ur'SBible History_
C~E()GRAPIIY-Appletot1's Standard Higher-From begin-
ning to Central Atnerica.
ELocu'rloN-One hour a week.
PENMANsHIP-Daily Practice.
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~tepatatOtr QI:la~~+
The object of this class is to introduce younger pttpils to the
study of the first principles of granlnlar, chiefly by class-drill, to
fornl thenl to habits of attention and application, and thus pre..
pare them for one of the regular Courses of Instruction.
Requirements for entering this class are: 1St The applicant
must know how to read, write and spell creditably. 2nd. He
should know Arithmetic as far as Long Division, included.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Debarbe's Small Catechism, daily.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Elementary Lessons in English.
Models-From Reader and other sources.
Practz"ce-Object Lessons. Easy Compositions. Daily Exer-
cises from Whitney and Knox's Elenlentnry Les-
sons, Part I.
Spelling-Reed'sWord Lessons. Exercises also from Reader,
History and other text-books.
Readz"ng-Excelsior Fotlrth Reader.
ARITHMETIC.
Ray's New Practical. Long Division to Conul1on and Deci-









VOCAL CULTURE AND GESTURIt-DRILL-The whole field of
Elocution, reviewing and perfecting the work of preceding years.
Rendition chiefly of Oratorical and Dramatic Selections.
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SECOND CLASS.
(Humanities and First Conlnlerciat)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repe'tition of work of preceding years;
Power, Stress, Melody, Pitch, Tone, Slides and ·Waves.
GESTURE-DRILI-<t-More difficult positions; Conlplex gestures;
Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of Metrical Compositions; Expression of the
passions.
THIRD CLASS.
(First Academic and Second Co.mmercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Inflection of Words and Sentences; Pauses and Cade14ces;
Qualities of Voice. ' .
GESTURE-DRILL - Combinations of simple gestures and
movenlents; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of less elell1entary pieces.
FOURTH CLASS.
(Second Acadetuic and Third Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of nlatter of preceding year;
Breathing exercises; Articulation; Pronunciation ; Concert-dri~L
GES~URE-DRILL- Position and Movement; Varieties of
simpte gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FIFTH CLASS.
(Third Acadell1ic and Fourth CommerciaL)
VOCAL CUI~TuRE-Breathingexercises; Articulation; Pro-
nunciation of Vowels and COl1s0nants; Concert-drilL
GESTURE-DRII..I.,-Positions in Reading and Declamation;
Sinlple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FRENCHt GERMAN AND SPANISH.
The study of French, German or Spanish is optional ineither
course. Instruction in' these languages is given without extra
charge.
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~o£lt:::@tabuatt Ql:OUt£lt.
At the earnest and repeated request of ll1any foruler stu-
dents, a Post-Graduate course of Philosophy and Literature was
begun in this College in N ovenlber, 1896.
The attendance during the past five years has been more
than encouraging, and there is every reason to hope that it win
so continue.
The primary object of the lectures is to enable our own
graduates to continue their philosophical and literary studies.
Hence, when other supplenlentary' subjects are introduced, they
are treated not in the spirit of a technical training school for
specialists, but on broad generallines suited to thoroughly edu.
cated l11ell \vhatever their profession nlay be.
Attendance is not restricted to those who have received the
Bachelor's degree or who are candidates for higher honors; any
gentlenlan will be admitted who can give satisfactory proofs of
his ability to follow the lectures with interest and profit. A
tlu.mber of professional and business men ha~e taken advantage
:~'f this provision to nlake a thorough study of the leading ques..
in rational philosophy and sociology.
The course is completed in three years; bl;1t the Faculty has
made such arrangements that anyone who wishes to pursue a
particular study for a longer time may :find anlple opportunities.
The usual degrees are conferred, I but only on the strictest
conditions. Regular attendance, a written or oral examination,
and an original thesis are required in every case. No honorary
degrees in Philosophy, Literature or Science are given. How..
ever, a certificate will be granted, at the end of the three years,
to gentlemen who have not made the full preliminary' college
course but who have been faithful in attendance·, have submitted
a thesis and have passed a satisfactory examination.
The subjects chosen for theses should be submitted for ap-
proval to the Faculty not later than December 31st: the theses
should be handed in before April 1St. The examinations will be
held about the middle of April.
ST. XAVIER COL~EGE.
The courses offered for the scholastic year' 1900-1 go I were:
Psychology; Natural Theology, Rev. Michael·J. O'Connor, S.].
Ethics and Literature, Rev. John N.' Poland, S.]. Literature,
Rev. Francis J. FinD, S.}. .
Faithful attendance at the lectures in at least one of the
principal courses is expected even froul those who are not candi-
dates for degrees.
Evenings are set apart for "scholastic circles"; and from
titue to titne there are lectures on special topics, to which
members 111ay invite a lill1ited number of friends.
The regular lectures are given on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, at 7 p. m., in the hall which has' been fitted trp'
especially for the purpose.
No one \vill be adnlitted to any of the regtl'l\~u:ledtureswitb-
out a ticket signed by the Treasurer.
Tern1s: Season tickets for the entire course, $10.00;' Diplo-






Grogan, J anles J.
Healy, ThonlasP.
Leahy, Dr. J. W.
Murray, Walter J.
Neilan, John F.
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~octttie~.
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
The object of the Association is to promote social intercourse
and nlutual assistance among its members, by meetings, annual
banquets, and the formation of societies for various purposes
under the AssociatioD; and to further the welfare of St.. Xavier
College,
The following are eligible to active membership: (a) Regu-
lar Graduates of the Classical Course, and those who have re-
ceived certificates of the Post-Graduate Course; (b) Adoptive
Alulnni; (c) Ex-Students of the Collegiate Department whose
classes have graduated; Cd) Those who have received the cer-
,tificate of Commercial Course and who are twenty-one years of age.
The honorary members shall consist of those on whom the
Association may see fit to confer the title.
OFFICERS FOR J90J.
REV. JOBNN. POLAND, S.]., Moderator.
ANTHON¥' B. DUNLAP, President.
JOHN J. CARBltRY, Active Vice-President.
ADAM B. WILSON, 1
LEWIS A. SEASONGOOD, /
TSOM,AS J. MULVIHILL, JHonorary Vice-Presidents.
WILLIA,M B. LItTLEFORD,
JESSE R. Rr'rTER,
WILLIAM: A. GEOGHEGAN, Secretary.
STEPHEN R. HOLLEN, Financial Secretary.
J OSEPH D~BAR, Treasurer.
THOMAS F. MAHER, Historian.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S.J., Chairman, ex-officio.
WILLIAM: F. Fox, VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY,
NICHO~AS J. HOBAN, JOHN A. DEASY,




Albrinck, Very Rev. J. C.
Achter, William B.
Arnlstrong, Francis A.









Barrett l Williarn M.
Bealer, Rev. George C.
Becker, P. Elmer
Berning, Joseph

















































Esterman ,,'. Louis J.
Feth, AlbertO..
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Gosiger, Paul A.
Grafe, Dr. Ferdinand T.
Gray, Williatl1 F.
















Hoppe, Dr. Herman H.
Hurley, Edward T.
Huschart, Dr. J. Homer
Kilgour, John
King, Charles J.























McCloskey, Rev. jaDles P.
McKenzie, Stephen M.
McMahon, John A.
McMechal1, Dr. Jatnes C.
McNamara, John W.
Mitchell, Lincoln P.
Moeller, Rev. Bernard F.
Montgoluery, William
Moore, Rev. ]anles A.































Rattermann, Dr. Francis L.
Rechtin, Harry
























































Winner, Rev. Henry J.





Those who wish to apply for nH:nlbersbip will please com-
nlunicate with the Secretary,
WII..l,IAM A. GEOGHBGAN,
St. Xavier College.
s'r. XA V J ItR COLI1HGI:t.
Rielag, John Ii.






































Von Lahr, I./ea J.
Wehage, Oscar









Winner, Rev. Henry J.





Those who wish to apply for nltmbersbip will please com-
municate with the Secretary,
WI1.I~IAM A. GEOGHEGAN,
St. Xavier College.
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SODALITY OF ,THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.
Organized December 8, J 84J.
This Sodality has for its object the promotion of filial love
toward the Mother of God and the practice of virtue and piety
among its members. The Director is appointed by the Faculty,
the other officers are elected by the members.
SENIOR DIVISION.
REV. MICHAEL EICHER, S.]., Director.
First Ternt. Second Tenn.
George]. O'Bryan. , , .. , Prefect , .. William P. Deasy
Matthew H. Mangold ,First Assistant Matthew H. Mangold
Leon L. Crone Secono Assistant, Francis F. Kramer
Louis G. Brinker ' Secretary Herbert B. Voss
William P. Deasy Treasurer .. , T. Lincoln Bouscaren
Herbert B. Voss , " First Sacristan , George]. O'Bryan
Morgan W. Willianls. ' .Second Sacristan, " Francis A. Gauche
Charles F. Rolfes. . . . .. . ' First Librarian Oscar]. Verkamp
William L. Reenan ,. . Second Librarian Aloysius C. KrU~tllpelbeck
Joseph T. Dohan 'l' ( , Philip A. Kates
Francis F. Kramer, '1 I William X. Phelan
T. l~incoln Bouscaren.. . . . .]ohn H. Kilduff
Cyril G. Viel. I I' Charles F. Wynne
Mark L. Mitchell . Peter A. 0'Brien
Charles G. Foley ~ Consultors ~ . , . '" Oliver C. Thonlann
\'j;~S~~~~a.~~: ::::1 I :::::::~~::~:. ~~~~~
T.•.•.ll,.,o..•~".•.',as,' •.,.J. G,lenn .. ,.. " .. , I l' ..Theodore H. WenningGeorge A. Overbeck.. . . . .. . .. George G. Gamble
AUsUll G. Schmidt I Francis H. Rothert
CharlesH. Schroder. . . . . l j .,Thomas M. Geoghegan
~A.O'Brien " \ Censors "( Edward J. Tracy
Clifiord T. Sheridan .. , . . . Robert M. Chuck
JUNIOR DIVISION.
REV. WILLIAM ]. TALBOT, S.]., Director.
First Term. Second Ter11Z.
J. William Ungeheuer , .. ,Prefect Robert M. McMechan
Philip]. Mulvihill. First Assistant Henry C. Williams
Robert M. McMechan Second Assistant , .. Philip J. Mulvihill
Frederick]. Droege Secretary , ,Francis A. Nurre
John F. Gannon Treasurer , .. Edward A. Dowling
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'_....,.__..._.._'-_....,-----
}/irst Tt,t""t. 5econd Tenn.
Francis A. Nurre ~ M 1 1 }) , , } . , .. Bernard C. Weinkam
Edwar(.'l A, !)()wlin('. \' .. " e(a ,)er:l.rers.~ , .. , , .. ,James Slevin
Albert C. ]ansing,. ' 1 Sacristans. J . '0 • ,.Edward J. Brearton
Francis I). Phelan ... , j l . , . .. '0 ,John]. Enright
Edward C. Farn~ll. , .. o. 't, I.,ibrarians, j. , .... Anthony W. Boex
Francis C. Cloud. , . , , , l , , .Joseph A. Verkamp
Bern. W. Kunkcrlloeller I I ,00 .It Miltoll Crowe
George J. Sebastiani. , "i. Consultors, "J,. ' 0 ••• Albert P. Crone
James Slevin, ., ., 0 ., 'j 0, ., • '0. Edward I4 • Attn
Bernard C. Weinkanl, , . , ", t , 0 • , , •• Albert H. Poetker
George F. Quinn. , , . ) r" .'" John P. Gannon
Walter J. Kent .. I I..... .Walter J. Kent
Albert W. Leihold. I I Albert W Leibold
Henry C. Williams . :.:::.~ ~erbert j. D.orger
Edward A.Drucker . .. .Edward A. Drucker
John L. Bunker .. , " , . PrOD10ters , " i "0' o. ., John L. Bunker
Charles M. Jacobs , .. I I.. ··..Albert B. Grueter
Lawrence C. Murphy ., , .. Lawrerlce C. Murphy
Bernard ]. AUiting J ,. Bernard J. Austing
Robert E. St~hastiani . ,.eabriel K. Moormann
Albert F. Kyte '" , Albert F. Kyte
ACOLYTHICAL SOCIETY.
The principal object of this Society is to add beauty and
solemnity to divine worship by an accurate observance of the
liturgic rites and ceremonies, as also to afford CathoU,c students,
distinguished for excellent depo,rtment, the bOl1o:r of serving in
the sanctuary"
R.EV. l.AJUl1 .... R~.,J.'II!A''''"''',...Ii'II>, SIJ.,President.
I~'''.ft 1t~r,n. ,.,<S4t:rmt:lT4r'IH.
}:Itrbert n. VOtU", ,. ,ViCt~",~)r"ident , , !:t ,Mangold
N!attl1f:~w H. l\-lltngold. , ..... EferbertB.Vo:&S
Morgful VV. v\'iUhuUM .... ,(}eofgt J. ()'Bryan
GeofJ(t· J. Of Bryan ..",Ph,iHp A. Kates
Howard N. RnJ(lsuul ( ...•. 'I:.,otdsM. Bergheger
Willi~lnl Ao Eichc~r .' ., .. Aloysius H. Aull
Austin c;. S(~hIJ1idt Cetl&<)rl " " . , .. 11ral1cis W. IJnwa,l1e
Goswin B. Mt'ngc~ ., .' ., , Gerard C. Kent
I"ouis M. Hergheger l ' Hubert H. G·ott
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THE PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY
Was organized under the present nanle in 1841 . Its object is to
foster a taste for eloquence, history and general1iterature. The
members assenlble in their hall every week for debates or for
the discussion of carefully prepared essays 011 disputed points of
history.
] QHN P~McNICHOLS, S.]., President.
First Term. Second Tet"nz.
Robert R. Hellmann Vice-President ". Willianl P. Deasy
T. Lincoln Bouscaren Recording Secretary Charles H. Schroder
Philip A. Kates Corresponding Secretary Francis J. Walsh
L"OlliS, G. Brinker } Committee on { Philip A. Kates
John J. McCarty , ". . . Debates. . Ancel C. Minor
Herbert B. Voss ". : . . . . Francis J. Gerst
Matthew H. Mangold } Censors { ".. James J. Donnellan
Charles F. Rolfes. . . . . . . . Laroy Driscoll
PROGRAMME-SESSION 1900-190 I.
At the preliminary meeting of the Philopedian Society held
Sept'ember 25, 1900, it was determined to· entrust to the Com-
mittee on Debates the arrangelllent, for the Session of 1900-.1901,
a s·eries of debates on topics of Anlerican History and Politics. It
""""' .."''''' that tpe debate of each nleeting should be pre-
by a declaluation apropos of the subject under discussion
an historical essay that \vQuld introduc~ the question.
COInmlttt:~e submitted the following list of subj~cts., The dis-
~U!~(.tU.11 VJ. these'subjects, the rendition of the declanlation and
appropriate to each, and the literary exercises recorded in
~\..I'J~"~C::,'-- a'unouncements constituted the work. of the Philope..
~ili:~kti1i,,~,t\1lI~lF~tv for the Session of 1900-190 I.
5. "Great Britain's Right to Tax the Colonies."
O'ctober 12. "The Justice of the Revolution."
October 19. "The Benefits and Evils of Political Parties."
O·etober 26. "The Expediency of Leaving to Congress the Decision of
Questions between Federal and State Governnlents."
November 2. "The Sovereignty of State and National Government."
November 9. "The Right of Secession prior to the Civil War."
November 16. "The Alien and Sedition Laws."
November 23. "The Louisiana Purchase."
November 30. "The War of 1812 and the Conspiracy of Aaron Burr."
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Deeetnher 7· "The C>ccupation of Florida by Andrew Jackson."
Decetuher 14. "The Monroe Doctrine."
January I I. ((~rhe Mexic~anWar."
January 18. "The Missouri COlupnnnise."
January' 25. "1'he Etnancipation Act. ll
February I and 8. "The Itllpeachtnent of Andrew Johnson."
February 15 and l\larch 1. "The Protective Tariff."
March 8. "The I ncotne 1"ax. "
March 15. "}lree Inunigratiotl."
March 22, II{Jniversal Suffra.ge."
IVfarch 29· "The At1nE~xation of Hawaii."
April 12. (, Puhlic Debate.) "The Philippine Question,"
April 19. "'The Cuban War."
April 26. "'The Porto Rican Tariff."
May 3. I -"fhe Trusts. "
May 10. liThe Ra<~e Prohlell1."
THE STUDENTS' LffiRARY.
The Students' I.,ibrary, established in 1848, is an indispens-
able aid to theF'aculty, in carrying out their programme of
collegiate training and instruction. The necessity of wide and
sympathetic reading in the best authors is obvious, if culture is
to be broad, and attaintnent varied. In particular, the teaching
of literature is not by precepts alone, but, in large measure, by
that nlanner of practicalinstructioll which consists in bringing
the studel1t's mind into intelligent contact with the best exaIuples·
of literary though t and {orI11.
The I~ibrary is free to all studellt~ of tbe College whose
standing ill their respective classes gives s,atisfactioo. It is well
stocked \vith select works in the various department::; of English
literature and is pr()vided with au elaborate card catalogue, based
on the decitual systelll of classification.
In connection with the Students' Library, though with a
distinct ()rganizatiol1, is the Students' Reading Room, the object
of which is t() offer those resorting to it, special opportunities for
reading and study. A llUIllerOl1S collection of works of reference,
and a stock of journals, tllagazines, etc., representative of the
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best periodical literature of the day, are daily at the service of
the nlenlbers.
GII~BER1' J. GARRAGHAN, S.]., Librarian.
JOReph II. Baurichtfir. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '" Treasurer
Francis J. Gerst. . . . . . . . . r· Hugo Schlochtermeyer
Thoolas J. Glenn. . . . . Assl'stant L·t.· .....Charles H. Schroder'
. 1lJrarlans..
Ancel C. MInor. . . l' ,Edward J. Tracy
J. Albert Richrnond.. . Francis J. Walsh
THE ST. XAVIER COLLEGE ORCHESTRA.
JOSEPH B. KAMMERER, S.]., President.
Thomas V. Brennan ' . .. . Vice-President
George C. Kelly . , Secretary
Robert J. Thuman , , ' Treasurer
Sylvestt->r D. Van Kirk } , Librarians
John L. Cook .
JUNIOR GLEE CLUB.
. OFFICERS.
Albert B. Grueter. . .. . ' Vice-President
John P. Gannon Secretary
lo$~ph A. Murray , Treasurer
He11llaJ!~a~rot~:: :} ' Librarians
A. Nurre•..
CAMERA CLUB.
The metilbers of this Association are encouraged to spend
their leisure hours with pleasure and profit by devoting thenl to
the study of the theory and practice of photography. They
receive instructi~Jlls in both branches of the subject, and enjoy
the use of' a well~equipped studio. Weekly outings in fair
weather provide faci Iities for practice ill the field.
OFFICERS.
WILT~IAM P. QUINI..,AN, 8.J., President.
Austin G. SChUlidt Treasurer
J. Leo Cassidy '. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Custodian
S~. XAVIER COLLEGE.
.......Cottlmittee on Arrangements
THE ST. XAVIER ATIiLETIC ASSOCIATION.
The object of this Association is to encourage and direct
out-door ganles. Every student is eligible to membership who
. attains a requisite standard of proficiency in his studies.
SENIOR DIVISION.
O:FFICERS.
JOHN S. RAGOR, So]., President.
Oscar J. Verkanlp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Students' Representative
T. Lincoln Bouscaren Vice-President
Ancel C. Minor " 0' •••••••••• '.' ••••• Secretary
Mark L. Mitchell . . . . . .. . '............ . Treasurer
Robert R. Hellmann .. '1
William P. Deasy ~
Willianl A. Eicher I ....
Austin G. Scluuidt J
JUNIOR DIVISION.
OFFICERS.
WILLIAM E. MAR~IN, S.J., President.
Robert M. McMechan , , 0 •••••••••••• Vice:",President
Arthur C. Merk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Secretary
Emil J. Heid Treas~rer
James F. Barton } !
Leo J. Sander. . . . . . . " . 0 •• ,Committee on Arrangements
Henry F. Hartke. .
THE GYMNASIUM.
Believing, that for a student a sound body is necessary to a
sound mind, the Faculty, in planning the new building, pro-
vided an ample gymnasium. It has been thoroughly equipped.
To prevent the danger arising fronl imprudent exercise, and to
afford an opportuni ty for syste111atic, scientific and physical, as
well as mental development, a competent ·instructor has been
secured.
TERENCE H. DaVLIN, S.]., President.
Joseph J. Archdeacon. . . . . . . . . . .. . , Vice-President
Robert M. McMechan, , , ,Secretary
Philip J. Mulvihill, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Treasurer
Francis L. Scott .. · }
Gordon E. Taylor.', , . . . . . . . . . Censors
Anthony J. Grimmelsman... . ,
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~£morial ~£t\ltc£1).
t
~ol£mu ~a1)1) of ~£qui£m
for tbe
~ecea£ien ~rofe£i£iot~ aniJ ~ttliJent~
ill tbe
<4rollege "!{)apel,
JElolltmbtt 16, 1900, at 8:30 o'clock.
\ttltbtant, lIltll. fLout~ il\elltnlItt, ~.1.
IDeacon, Btll. ®tto ~. ~utt.
§ublJeacon, 1Jtitt. ~o£)tpb -l5. i{ammtttt, §.jJ.





IN ST. XA.vntRMEMORIALHAr~L, MONDAYS, 8 P.M.
Nov. 12-H The "fl=acher of the Cetltury" Rev. Michael J.Q'Colinor.,
Nov. 26-H Lf\W and lAi.wyers" Mr. William A. Byrne
Dec 10---' 'A Prfl{,ti("nl Benefactor of the People," ,
Rev. Matthew P. O'Brien) A.M.
Jan. 7-~nAn Arti~t on the Nile," (Illustrated,) .. '" M.r. John Rettig
Jan. 21-~HTh(~ "r(Jhl.) of 1900," (Illustrated,)
Mr. William P. QuillIan,
Feb. 4-"*uWornan, Culture, anc} the Church" Hr. lo:seph P.
Feb. 18-"\VA5ftiN(~TON/' (1.,itera.ry and Musical .E1;xerC:tse$~
March in the Modern Novel" , ,l\1Ir.Thon:l'ai
March 18-H t'l"he NOftlU\n Coast," (Illustrated,) Mr. LawrencePo'hand
B{~f()re etlch l~cture, a short Musica.l Programme.
TO THE RIGHT REV. HENRY l;y~~~~~~,,~i'~"I·,t
nISflOP O:£fCOI;t1K_US, Os~o,
OCTOB.a 8" 190 '0.
PROGRAMME.
t t (Chat/away,) ....•
l'M()rn Rilw t " ():ibttJkll,), ...
"IIOtJpitis Prnt~(~h ..ri C~'ratulatio" ' .. , .
"The Knight, tt () ..•...•.•....•...• ,. ..Juri~orChoir
"Breviter Dicta" .. ,l)aniel C. Morgenthaler
liThe Prince, q (, Hazel.) College Orchestra
ST. XAVIER C01"I.,EGE.
Public Lecture Course,
IN ST. XAVIllR MEMORIAL HAJ"L, MONDAYS, 8 P.M.
Nov. 12-"The 'reacher of the Century" , Rev. Michael J. O'Connor" SJ~
Nov. 26--Cl Law and Lawyers" , , , ,. ,Mr. William A. Byrne
Dec Io·--"A PrH.ctical Benefactor of the People,"
Rev. Matthew P. O'Brien~ A.M.
Jan. 7-"An Artist on the Nile," (Illustrated,) " M.r. John Rettig
Jan. 2r-~ "The "rotal Eclipse of 19°0," (Illustrated,)
Mr. William P. Quinlan, S.].
I~eb. 4-·"WoY'nal1, Culture, and the Church" Mr. Joseph P. Debar
Feb. I8~-HWASHINGT()N,." (Literary and Musical Exercises~ ., The Ahlttlni
March 4'-~"Ethic8 in the Modern Novel" ,Mr. Thomas F. Maber
March 18-H 'I"he Nonnan Coast," (Illustrated,) Mr. Lawrence Poland
Bef()re eachL,ecture, a short Musical Programme.
Greeting
I~ROM "r.I'I~~ STUDENTS OF ST. XAVIER COL~Je:GB,
TO THE RIGHT REV. HENRY MO,BLIJ::lR, P,tP·,
BISHOP ott COI/OM13US, OSlO,
OCTOBER 8,1900 •
PROGRAMME.
"The Blut~ ~uHl the (~rflY," (Chattaway,)..... ..'... . College Orchestra
AddreM. . . , , William P. De~y
'i Morn RiSl~, " (Czibttlka,). . .. '" . Select Choir
"Hospitis Pnlt~ehl.ri C;'ratuhltio" , .. ' , Oliver C. Thomann
"The Knight," ( Veazie,). ., .. , , Junior Choir
"Breviter I)ictH" .., b,aniel C. Morgenthaler
"The Prin(~e, ., (Ilazel,). , , College Orchestra
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~~The Royal Sea!."
..Presented by Students of St. Xavier College,
Menlorial Hall, Thursday Evening, Deceluber 27th,
Benefit of the Students' Library.
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Henry, King of England. . . . . .. . Matthew H. Mangold
Edward, Prince of Wales. . . . . . .. . Ja1l1eS W. Farrell
Earl of Hertford. . . . . . . . . .. . .. , Mark L. Mitchell
Lord St. John Howard N. Ragland
Lord Steward of the Household Louis M. Bergheger
Archbishop . Henry B. Sexton
Court Physician. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Peter A. O'Brien
Prince Godfrey, Cousin of Edward Arthur J. Sprange
Page, Attendant of Prince Charles E. Kiely
P . th R 1· C t { Leo J. Jonasages 1n e oya our. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Henry C. Williams
Humphrey Marlow, Whipping Boy. . . . . . .. '" l •••• Arthur C. Merk
Miles Hendon, a Soldier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . T. Lincoln Bouscaren
John Canty , " John J. McCarty
Tom Canty, His Son Albert C. Jansing
Ralph Canty, Tom's Uncle Leo T. Meyer
Dan Canty, Tom's Brother Philip H. Dorger
Mad Sam James J. Donnellan
Sykes, Leader of the Vagabonds ~ Ancel C. Minor
Gallord. .. } ., Men-at-Artlls j lIugo Schlochtemleyer
Gorse.. .. . 1 Robert M. Chuck
~"'~;IJ.u,.;; , Servant of Hendon J. Leo Cassidy
.............1 ( . .. .. ... G. L. Nomad
. . . . . . . . . . . .. .~ .. George A. Overbeck
.. V t d .. Bartholomew J. 'King
..... ... agaoon s ...
.... . . . . . . . .. I John P, Clark
. . .. . . . . . . . .. . Joseph W. Berling
.. .. . .... J L. .Clifford T. Sheridan
Royal Chapel Choristers, Rabble, Messengers, etc.
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PROGRAMME.
SELECT' ORCHRSTRA UNDER THE DIRECTION OF PROF. ANDREW J. BOEX.
March, "The Smart Set," (New,) , .. , Boex
ACT I-Scene I : Westtninster Garden.
Overture, "Faust" ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Goullod
ACT I.-Scene 2: John Canty's Hovel.
Waltz, "Morning Journals". . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Strazess
ACT II-Apartnlent in Westnlinster Palace.
ST. XAVIER COI~I~EGE. 3Q
Characteristic, 4lLittle Dot"." , Froehlich
ACT I I I--Miles lIendon's Lodgings.
Songs without \Vords; a) HCanzone Amoroso," b) "Buona Notte' ... "Nevin
Ac~I' I V-Interior of an Old Prison.
Operatic, 4·Thc Serenade" " , ,Herbert
ACT V-Aparttnent in Westminster Palace.
Finale, 4lTlleLittl{~ L)utch Queen. II (New,) Boex
'fhe prc!-)clltaliotl of "The Royal Seal," was under the patronage
of the following ladies:
Mrs. Gustave BOllSCarel1. l\lrs. I~ouis IIornan. Mrs. Lawrence Poland.
Mrs. Charles Braullstein. Miss Charlotte I...incolll. Mrs. George Rockwell.
Mrs. Herllanl Brock ll1anll. IVlrs. J. Ledyard Lincoln. Miss Margaret Ryan.
Mrs. Francis ClotHl. MissMargaret McFarland. Miss Mary Ryan.
Mrs. Joseph Debar. Mrs. Freel. Mackentepe. 1\liss Rosalia Srnith.
Mrs. Francis IJorger. Mrs. Edward Metz. Mrs. Nicholas Walsh.
Mrs. Joseph Feth. Mrs. Richard Mitchell. Mrs.:B"'erdinal'ld Wetterer.
Mrs. 1\1ary Fox. Mr~.lIellryMorgenthaler. Mrs. John Wetterer.
Mrs. Francis lIel1uulul1. Mrs. John Mulvihill. l\Iiss Cath. Worpenberg.
1\11"s. Joseph 1':iehaus.
St. Xavier Alumni Association,
MEMORIAl, }iAl~r~, F'EBROARY 18, I.goL
WASHINGTON-THE FATHER OF OUR COUNTRY.
PROGRAMME.
March, C'Atnerican Republic" , 'Fh-z'ete
Introductory by the President ,.. . l\o1r. Anthony B. Dunlap
Medley, "National Airef' , . . . , .. .. .... . . . . ... , ... Moses
Address, "Washington" " H' • • • • • • • • •• Mr. B)(iward J? Moul:inier
Mexican Dance, 4C I.,eilH" . . . . f",,'" ",."C1t,al'nbers
Sextette, a) "Little Cirl DOll'tCry" , , ..•.... ,/. f..", .• ;:WesttJ11dor/
b ') "The ()w] and the Pussy Cat"............ , .' .J)e'Koven
AI"lJMNI S:B~X~rJ:tTTE:
MJ{ss~s. 1~A·'iri(,H~.PRrrscH, UEtCKIR, I~AcIi, ACHl'!PR, GEOGHEGAN.




Julius Ca:sar ' Mr. J. Herman Thuman
Brutns , : , . .. . Mr. Stephen R. Hollen
Cassius. . . .. . Mr. Bernard C. Fox
Decius Mr. J.Homer Huschart
ST. XAVIB:R COLLEGE.
---_ .....-._-.._-.-.-._---_.__.._--..._---_...- '~--_._--------
Characteristic, "Little Dot" ' Froehlich
ACT III-Miles lIendon's Lodgings.
Songs without Words; a) "Canzone Amoroso," b) "B'uonaNotte ' ... ;,Nemn
ACT IV-Inte.rior of an Old Prison.
Operatic, ' 'The Serenade" ',' .
ACT V-ApartlIlcnt in Westminster Palace!
Finale, "The Little Dutch Queen." (New,) .
The presentation of "The Royal Seal," was under the patronage
of the following ladies:
Mrs. Gustave Bouscarell. Mrs. Louis Homan. Mrs. Lawrence Poland.
Mrs. Charles Braunstein. Miss Charlotte Lincoln. Mrs. George RQckw;ell.
Mrs. Bernard Brockluann. Mrs. J. Ledyard Lincoln. Miss lV.hLrgare~ R.'y~n.
Mrs. Francis Cloud. MissMargaret McFarland. Miss M,ary Ry~n.
Mrs. Joseph Debar. Mrs. Fred. Mackentepe. Miss Rosalia Smitb.
Mrs. Prancis Dorger. Mrs. Edward Metz. Mrs. NicholasWal,$~~
Mrs. Joseph Feth. Mrs. Richard Mitchell. Mrs. Ferdinand W~tt¢rer..
Mrs. Mary Fox. Mr~.Het1ryMorgenthaler. Mrs. John Wt;Uerer*
Mrs. Francis Helllnann. Mrs. John Mulvihill. 1\Iiss Cath .. vVorpe:t1bel"g.
M rs. Joseph ~iehaus.
St. Xavier Alumpi Association,
MEMOR1A4 HAlfI", F!:BRUARV 18"I.90J,f),
WASHINGTON-THE FATHER OF OUR
PROGRAMME.
March, 'IAmerican Republic" , ,.
Introductory by the President ,.. iJ\~~lfi;:))J()t!i~i.':I\(;ij~·.
Medley, "National Airs" .
Address, "Washington" " .
Mexican Dance, "L·eila" .
Sextette, a) "Little Girl Don't Cry" '.
b) "The Owl and the Pussy Cat" .
AI../UMNI SEXTETTE
MESSRS. TA VI"OR, I~"'RITSCH, B:a:CKER, BACH, .A;,l, .....' ......... ,A.M+'H .G~;j,C~'GE[~G~A~~.




Julius Cresar. . . . . . . . . , .. ,.Mr. J. H~rtllan Thuman
Brutus : . . . . . . .. . Mr. Stephen R. Hollen
Cassius. . . .. .. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. Bernard C. Fox
Decius ·..M~·. J. Homer Huschart
MUSIC BETWEEN trHE ACTS.
I. "The :f'ortune Teller" , .. , . . . . . . . . . . .. . Herbert
2. Potpouri, "Popular Hits" . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..' , Williams
. 3. "The Little Dutch Queen" ' , .. ,. .. .., ,B'o:ex
4. Gallop, "Clear The Road" , .. , ' '.. ,LeTh£m
Prof. Andrew J. Roex, Musl.'cal D£rector.
Casca , ,' ., , , Mr. Wm. T. Burns
Metellu,s Cimber , , . . .. Mr. William A. Geoghegan
Trebonius , , , . , . .. . ,Mr. Francis A. Hartke
Soothsayer , . ' , " Mr, Oscar]. Dreyer
Ponlpilius Lenas , , Mr.]oseph Nurre
Marc A~tony , Mr. Anthony B. Dunla.p
Senators, Guards, Populace. .
40 ST. XAVIER COLr~EGE.
Thirteenth Annual Banquet of the Alumni Association,
APRIL 17, Igol.
PROGRAMME.
. . . . . . , . . . .. . . .. . Rev. J. N. Poland,8.J,
$t'Master ,.', . . . . . . . .. Mr. Anthony B. Dunl~,
~~rA}tnl1. Ml1.tet".. . Rev. Albert Dierckes, S'J,'
~;X·,~~·' · ' · . .. . . .. . , Mr. J Wyk~ Piatt
\ToIElst, "The New Century" Hon. Wnl. Littleford
Toast, "Recollections" , , : Mr, John A. Shea
Song , , Mr. Joseph L. Fritsch
l'oast, "The Ordinary Man" ' Mr. Stephens B. Blakely






"Daughter of L(,)ve, tt (l?e,z,zet,) , .. .,. . College Orchestra
Essay, "The Man tt , , . .• . T. Lincoln Bouscaren
Declamation, HPaul Revere" . . , Oliver C. Thomann
Song. "The Bridge," Lint/sa..)!,) . .. . .. PhilopedianDonble Quartette
Essay, "The Poet tt , ••••. ". • 0 0 ••• 0 •• 0 o. Austin G. Schmidt
Declanlatiot1, "The Famitle tt ••• ••••• 0 •• 0 •••••• .James J. Donnellon
Piano Solo-March, 1!~"o/letJ,halJ;ptt ). •. • •• ,....... Hugo Schlochtermeyer
Essay, 'lThe Christian" . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. 0 ••••••• William. P. Def;tsy
Dec1atnation, Chtlr(~h Scene froItt "1~vange1ine" John J. McCarty
Essay. 'oTheMasler" .. . 0 . .• • .. . 0.. . .. Philip A. Kates




PRII)AV, APRIL 12, 1901.
PROGRAMME.
. . . . .. College Orche~ra





Resolved, Tbat the Unite,d States should Retal. Permanent
P08M88ion of the Philippines.
Morgan W.WiUiam.. James
T. l~incolnBoulCAren. Willi.a
Philip A. K,atea. Matt'...
Piano Sol(), .. }'utka de Concert." (Barlletu t ) ••••• ,Hu.S'o: ~c111oichtermeyer
ItBJOINDER.
Piano Sol(), HIA lI'ete 8US Cbampe." (llackman.) ~<'i'bertM. Chuck
I)ltCISION OF DBBATB.
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-,,,,,~,~_.~-"~_...._-,-_.,.~.....-,-,._,-_._._---,,",,-~_.~-,-,,_.,~' .._,.,---..-..~
"-.•._'-'--
Contest in Elocution and Oratory.





Rev. F. X. O'Neil, S.J.,
"Stuoky Mokes," (Holz11Za1ln,) . ... 0 0 •••• 0 o' •• 0 0 ••• College Orchestra
First Section.
"Last Days of IIerculaneul11," .... , . .. .... ... . 0 ••• , • Oliver C. Thonlann
"The Vagabonds" 0 •• 00 •• 0 0 • , o' ••••• 0 ••••••• 0 •• Francis A Gauche
"The Lorelei \, , " . , . 0 ••••• ' •• , ••• , •• 0 ••••• , •••• , Edward J0 Tracy
"The Famine", .. . ... , o' 0 ••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• Janles J. Donnellon
"O'er the Waters"... . .. 0 • • • •• • ••••• 0 • , , • , • , • , •• '. ,Chorus
Second Section.
"Whisperin' Bill". o. , .00· ••••• 0 ••••• 0 ••••• '0 0 0 .00' ••• , Philip H. Dorger
"The Old Surgeon's Story" ... ' . 0 • 0 0 0 .... 0 •• • 0,' 0 • 0 •••••• Ja1l1eS W. Farrell
"Kisc;ing Cup's Race" 0 ••••••• 0 •• " •••• 0 0 0 ••• 0 •••••• , • " Arthur C. Merk
'''His Last Monlents" ... 0 ••• 0" ••• 0 0 •• 0 o ••• '0 0, •••••• John P. Dunphy
Piano Solo. 0 0 ' 0 •• , ••••• 0 • 0 0 0 •••• , ••••• 0 • • • • •• • •• I{obert M. Chuck.
Third Sectz'on.
"Poor Little Joe" 0 •••••••••• 0 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 • • • • • • • •• ,Alvino J0 Zanone
"Hubert and Arthur" 0 0 • 00 •••••• o ••• 0 ••••• Robert M. McMechan
"That Boy John" 0 ••••••• , ••• o •• , ••• , ••••••••••••••••• '. John F. Gannon
"Inkerman" 0 • 0 •• 0 •••• 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• 0 o. Albert B. Grueter
"Cradle Song," (B'l'ahms.,) : . . . . ' 0 •• o. Junior Choir
Fourth Sectz'on
"The American Flag" 0 ••• 0 •• 0 • o' •••• ' , • , Law,rence J0 Frohtniller
"Wounded" . " .< 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 • 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• George C. Kelly
"The Conquered Bal111er" . . . . .. 0 0 ••••••• ", •• •• •• '" Charles E. Kiely
~~lDi()rkin's Night" 0 0 • • ••• • ••••••• 0 • • • o' • • • . • •• • 0 •• Francis A. Nurre
"David Harum," (Davis,). .. .. 0 0 • 0 ' ••• 0 • •• , •••• College Orchestra
Plftk Sectt'on 0
(Bennet, ).. , 0 ' ••••••••• , •••• College ,Orchestra
Standa.rd"o .. ' " ' Hernlan]. Grote
•• • • • .0 ••••••••••••••••• : ••••• Alexander B. Heilema,111Q
at Night" . 0 • ' ••••• " 0 ••• 0 •• • •••••• ,'. 0 •• Paul L. SGhupp
the Tyrant" ... ' 0 .0.0 •••••••••••••••••• ' George). Cooney
,) ~ot)Jlra1!10':~;01(). 0 0 ••••••••• , 0 • 0 0 " •• , • Joseph A. Grimmelsman
ORATORY.
S't!tbject: "TR lIS T.S. ' ,
~(rrnsts and Our Liberties t, 0 • • • • •• 0 0 • •• ••••••••• Janles J. Donnellon
'tT~sts and the People'" ..... 0 • , •••••••••• 0 • 0 .' ..... • ••• PhiliP A. Kates
~~Ttusts~ a Public Danger" .. 0 ••• o. • ••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••• Laroy Driscoll
Violin Solo ..... , ., .. 0 ••• , •••••• , •••• 0" .Edward P. Wetterman
"Trusts and American Institutions" "" , 0 •• Willialn P. Deasy
"Trusts and the Peace of the Nation" , .' 0 ••• 0 T. Lincoln BouscareJ.1.
"Bunch 0' Blackberries, " (Holz11zann, ) , ... , .... College Orchestra
JUDGES:
Hon. William A. Byrne, Willis Irwin,
Rev.Michael Eicher,S.]., Rev. James A. Moore,







Adal11S, Hen ry F' First Academic.
Ahern, Cornelius J .. . First Academic.
Altenhoff, Robert, , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , Third Commercial.
Archdeacon, Joseph J , , Humanities. --
Aull. Aloysius J ,' , . .. . ,. ,First Academic.
Aull, Edward L Second Academic.,
Aull, George J. . . . . . . . .. ..' , Preparatory.
Austing, Bernard J. . . . . . . . . . .. . ,Second Acadell1ic.
Austing, Henry J. . . . . .. . First A,cadernic.
Bachllleyer, R. Stanley. . . . . . . . . .. .. Preparatory.
. Balton, Willianl J. . . . .. ,.,..... ., First Acaden1.ic.
Harry, George L. . . . . . . ., .. , Huma.nities.--
Barton, Jan1es F. .. . .. ' , , ' First Academic.
Baurichter, Joseph H , , Philosophy ...
Bergheger, Louis M . , .. ,......... . ; '. First A<;ad~tllic.
Bergmann, George J. . . , , "........ Second Academic.
Berling, Joseph H, . . . . . . . . . . .. .' , ' First Commerciat
Berting, Charles A . . . . . . .. . , ' Fourth Commercial.
Bill, Al bert G. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ,. . :' .,Third ,Academic.
Bill, Carl A, . . .. . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ThirdCom1nerci~l,
Bill, Herbert F. . , ' .'. .. . . .
Bill, Leonard H.. . . . . . .. . , .
Bleckmann, John H .. , '.. , HU~:Ji~~ll~~ie§:~" ••,,~
Bockhorst, Aloysius H . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .: , .
Boex, Anthony W. . . , , .. , . . . . . . . .. . ' 'O'~~co'U:~,! ~~e~Q~~:1l!'Cl;,'r
Bo,ex, Jo11n W ,..... . ~,~~i.~t.~S,.,.~~'
Borgmann, Francis H .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Bour, Philip S, , '. , , ~·~~COIt'l'O.)~lca,;~~e!liJJ.1c..
Bouscaren, Pierre J , . . .. . ..
Bouscarell, T. Lincoln ' .KJ!1et.p~c.
Brackulan, Prosper J. . . . . . . . , " . . .. .,... . .
Brasher, Ralph E.. . .. .. . .
Braun, Edward J , , Third Comtl1eX~cla~J.
Brearton, Edward J " r' , ,Second Academic
llrechelt, Charles J , .. " ' Third Academic.
Brennan, John C. ' First Academic.
Brennan, Thon1as V ' .. , Second Academic.
Bridwell, Charles 0 , , Second Academic.
43
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Brinker, Louis (;. ,
l~rowll, C;ec>rge J, ,
Browne, Charles 0,
I~rowl1e, Ja1l1eS W .
Browne, Nicholas }l: .
Browne, Willial11 E
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...... H.hetoric. ~
... ,'fhinl Acadernic.
, , , , ", ,IIuIIlatlities.--
, . . .. ., ... T'hird Acadt~lllic.





..................... , I~"i rst Acadenlic.
...... , . . ..... PreI)aratory.
Secol1(l Acadenlic.
.... , ' . . . . . . . . . . .. Second Acadelnic.
l~
Cain, John C . ' " '., IIulnanities. -
Carr, T'hotnas A , . . . . . Prcl>aratory.
Carroll t Charles]. . " , .. ...., Fourth COllllnerci!ll
Carroll, Travis C, . . , lhunanities. .,.
Carroll, WilliHlll (; , , . Ilulnanities. -
Cassidy, J. l"eo, ' ' " Poetry.""
ChllCk, RobertM, . . . . " . ' Poetry. -
Clark, John P , . . . .. . . First CotnlllerciaL
Clout1, Francis C, . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . First Acacletllic.
Cloud, J. I)onlinic .. , , . . . . . . . .... Poetry . ."
Coffey, John F, . . . . . . . . .. , , , Fi rgt ACH.clenlic.
Coffin, C. Louis, .... , , .. , , . . . .. lhunallities...
Connelly, Michael J ' . , . . . . . . . . Third Acadenlic.
Connolly, Walter J . . . .. . . . . Third Acadetuic.
Conroy, Thonlas J "" ' .. ' , ,Second Acadenlic.
Conway, John,. . . . . . . , . , .. ,. Thir(l Acadelnic.
Cook, John I",... . . . . . , . . . .. . .. Second Commercial,
Cooney, George J , . . . . . . .. . Third Academic.
Costello, Ralph J. . , .. . . . Second Academic.
Cotter, I~rat1cii X, . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .,., ,. lfutllonities....
~ovalt,Geniah W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ' 1'hird Academic.
Craver, (jilbert J '. .,..... .' ,' .. , IIunUl 11 i ties ..
Creed, Williarn J ,. , .. ' '., , S(.~c()nd Acadenli(\
Crone, Albert P. . . . . . , , ., " Second Acadetnie"
Crone, I",eon Iof ,.,. •• • ••••••••• , •• , ••••••• l)hilosophy.•
Crotty, (}eorge ,,'. . .' , .. Preparatory. _
Crowe, E. Milton. . . . ,Second Acaclenlie
Deasy, Charles P, .. , . ' , . , . ,Thinl Acacletnic.
Deasy, Willianl P. , , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philosophy. -
Delar, Emile J. . . . .. ",............ . ... Third Acadetuic.
Devaney, Thornas A. Philosophy ....
Dewald, Paul ,F'irst Acadenlic.
ST. XAVIER COI,r..EGE.
Brinker, Louis G . . . . . . . . . . .. . Rhetoric. ~
Brown, George J Third Academic.
Browne, Charles O , . . . . . . . .. .Hunlanities ....
Browne, James W. . .. . ~ , ' Third Acadenl1c.
Browne, Nicholas E : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Third Acadenlic.
Browne, Williatn E : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Third Academic.
Broxtennan I Joseph A. . . . . .. . ~ Third Comnlercial.
Buckley, George A , First Academic,
Buddeke
l
Alfred J . . . .. . ,....... . Third Comlnercial.
Bunker, Jahn L.. . . . . . . . . . .. . First Academic.
Burdick, Edmund , . .. . Preparatory.
Burland, Willianl R , , Second Academic.
Butler" John ' Second Academic.
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Cain" John C Humanities. -
Carr, Thomas A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Preparatory.
Carroll, Charles J.. . . . . .. . Fourth ConlDlercial.
Carroll, Travis C Humanities. .-
Ca.rroll, Willianl G Hutnanities. -
Cassidy, J. Leo : Poetry.--
. Chuck, Rohert M... . .. Poetry. ...
Clark, John P ' First Comulercial.
Clouri, Francis C " First Academic.
Cloud, J. DOl11inic . Poetry. .."
John F First Academic.
C. Louis...... Humanities ..
J ., '. . . . . . . .. .Third Academic.
J. .. . Third Academic.
lJ:\na$ J Recond Academic.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Thirrl Academic.
. , Second Commercial.
.......... ' Third Academic.
. . . . . , ' Second ,4\cademic.
. . ; Humanities ...
. . . . . .. Third Academic.
J " , . . . .. .. . Humanities ..
. . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Academic,
Albert P Second Academic.
'Leon L Philosophy ..
Crotty, George. ., Preparatory ...
Crowe, B. Milton . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Second Academic.
Deasy,' 'Charles P : , Third Acadetnic.
Deasy, William P , ' Philosophy. -
..Delor, Emile J. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . Third Acadelnic.
Devaney, Thomas A. . , Philosophy. w
Dewald, Paul First Academic.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
Dittrich, Joseph H " Rhetoric ........
Dohan, Joseph F , , Philos9phy.
Donnellon, Jatnes J Rhetoric.
Donnelly, Tholnas J ' ' . . . . . . . . . .. .' First .t')..t;:l;Lt..I.~ilG.
Doppes, IIenry C. " , , , .
Dorger, Herbert J . .
Dorger, Phil ipH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jd'tlmletPltiE~S. ,."
Dowd, William A , .
Dowling, Edward A , \je~COlC1:;Cl.Acao.~mu,a.
Driscoll, Laroy .
Droege, Frederick I. . . . .. . ..
tDroege, Leo J ; .H.uD:1:a:t;l:~lt1e's"."",-
Drucker, Edward A.. . : .
Drury, Edward A. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...............•.... First 1)."ca,.Qe~tJ.':U!c~
Dunphy, John Pt .pll1~~~~tt~es.
Dyer, Raymond H. . . . . . .. . .
Etch, Louis . .
Eicher, Albert M .
Eicher, Willianl A.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .l:J;.tlnl.a.rllttes.·~
Enneking, Charles F. . Tl1l1rcl·.···\;'on:lIlIl~rci~.
Enneking, Martin F l1uttJ;;atlll~3:~,!\.,..,..
Enneking, Norbert B ' ~E~COn.(l AlCf.li(:L~;t;tUC.
Enright, John J , .
Erpenbeck, Charles J . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Esterman, Henry B.. .. . .
Fahlbush, Henry , .
Fanger, John C , .
Farrell, Edward C ,
Farrell, James W....................•......
Feeney, John J? t •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fenske, Julius E , .
Finn, Martin A .
Fischer, Julius J. . . . .. . .
Fitzgerald, Francis A ~ .
Flanagan, William. t • , • • • • • • •• .,., ••••••••••
Flannery, 'fho111as P , .
Foley, Charles G .
I~"'olz, Joseph E~. N '. . ,. .. . ..
Foss, Robert B . , . . . . . . . . .. . .
Fox, Daniel C , ,. . .
Fox, Joseph E .. , ' .. .. .HUDliatntl:es.
Frohnliller, Lawrence J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 11.Caut::Ull,'-=.
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Philosophy.
F'IRST TERM.
THESES IN APPLIED LOGICt ON,TOLOGY AND COSMOLOGY.
I. Truth ill general can be described as confornlity of Inil1d and thing,
ur equation, of object and intellect.
2. "fhere is truth in simple apprehension, but only imperfectly and
itnplicitly; truth in the fullest sense is fouud in judgnlellt.
3. Certitude, considered objectively, adlllits of different species, viz.,
lnetaphysical, physical and nloral; out, considered fonnally, certitude is one
and indivisible.
4. Certitude tnay adlllit of degrees, not ill the exclusion of doubt, but
in the finlltleSS of assent.
5. Universal skepticistu, as an internal fact or as a ~ystenl of doctritle,
is absurd.
6. There are SOUle truths that luuSt be admitted without demonstration
because they are inunediately evident.
7. 111 every demonstration aud in every process of thought these three
things are inlplied and adnlitted, viz., the first fact, the first principle and
the first condition.
8. The testinlony of the external senses about their own proper
objects, under the requisite conditions, is free from error.
9.' 1~he testhllony of the internal sense about its own proper object,
under the requisite conditions, is free fronl error.
~o. The intellect in its imnlediate judgments, whether a priori or a
posteriori, is free from error.
I I. Reasoning, which is materially true and forlll&.l1y correct, is free
froln error.
12. Consciousness, as to its own proper object, i~ fre·e fronl error.
13. There must be an ultitllate, suprenle and universal criterion of
truth.
14. The ultitllate criterion of truth is objective evidence.
IS. Hl.lnlan testimony can give us certainty in SOlne cases concerning
conteulporary and past events.
16. The term being, in general, is not univocal nor equivocal, but
analogous with the analogy of intrinsic attribution.
17. The idea of being in general is very different fronl the idea of
infinite being.
18. The principle of contradiction is rightly called the first principle.
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19. We know the essences o~ some things.
20. The essences of things are, in a certain sense, itnnlutable, absolute,
necessary and eternal.
21. Intrinsic possibility of things does not depend fornlally on the
divine power nor on the divine will, but inlmediately on the divine intellect
and remotely 011 the divine essence.
22. Every being is one, true, good.
23. Truth considered objectively is necessary, absolute and inlmutable.
24. The concept of substance represents sonlething real, and is not a
fiction of the Iuinu nor a tnere collection of qualities.
25. The pri~ciple of sufficient reason is absolutely certain; that of
causality is analytic as well as certain.
26. The origin of the world can not be explained by the theory of
materialisnl) nor by that of pantheism.
27. The world could come into existence only by creation.
28. The primary end of creation is the extrinsic glory of God.
29. This world is not a.bsolutely but only relatively the best possible
world.
30. Miracles are possible and can be distinguished frolH the works of
an,y created agent.
SECOND TERM.
THESES iN PSYCHOLOGY AND NATURAL THEOLOGY.
I. The human soul is a spiritual substance.
2. Matter is essentially incapable of thought.
3. From the union of soul and body there arises one ('onlposite 1}ature
and one person.
4. The soul is the substantial fortn of the body.
5. The hum~ll soul is both intrinsically and extrinsically imnlortal.
6. 'The human soul is free with the freedonl of choice or of active
indifference.
7. The origin of idea~ is correctly explained by the scholastic system.
8. Our mind has universal ideas or concepts. Hence nomina.lism is
fa.lse.
q. Tte direct universal exists in the object, but not in the manner in
whicb the nlind apprehends it. llence conceptualism is false.
10. The reflex universal exists in the mind formally; in the object
fundanlentally or potentially. Hence exaggerated realism is false.
II. The existence of a Suprenle Being [God] can be proved: (a) From
the. existence of contingent beings in the universe; (b) by the order of the
universe; (c) by the common belief and convictio1'1 of mankind, represented
by the most enlightened peoples and classes of the human race.
12. God is infinitely perfect.
13· God is ON'E, SIMPLE, IMMUTABLE, ETERNAL.
14· God knows all things, including future free acts of man, whether
absolutely or conditionally future.
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15. God wills and loves FHs own infinite goodness necessarily, but all
other things freely.
16. Physical evil is not intended for its own sake, as an end' but.God
can intend it or pennlt it as a tneans to some good end.'
17. Moral evil is never intended by God; but the negative permission
of 1lloral evil is not opposecl to the divine attributes..
18. Conservation is continued creation; to continue in existence
creatures need the constant influence of the divine power.
19. God inllnediately concurs with each and every act of secondary
causes.
20. God's Providence extends to all things in the universe.
THESES IN MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
I. No created object, but only God the uncreated, can be man's
ultirnate objective end.
2. There is an intrinsic difference between nloralgoodal1d Ulor,alevil.
3. The uloralily of an act does 110t depend on the .opinions! o'f';:well.,
all the laws of the State, on l>ublic or private utility, but on thee.~§~nHa:l
order of things and 111a11 's relutions therein.
4. There can be 110 rnorality in a systeol whicb ad:tp.lts
pantheistll or Inaterialifuu.
- 5. The nlorality of an act is detertnined by the objee;t, tb~ el,.dal"d the
circnnlstances. .
6. There is a natural law.
7. The natural law, considered in itself is absolutely t\nchang~able:
and in its more general principles it can not be invincibly unknown to any-,
one who attains the full use of reason.
8. There is an adequate or perfect sanction of then~tural la.w,not in
this life, but in the next. '
9. Only a rational and free being can be th••~jectof right and duty;
and these ternlS are cQrrelative.
Io.Man is bOUl1d to worship God with internal and external worship.
II. Should (yod reveal a religion, man would be bound. toacceJ?~ it;
and therefore indifferentism in regard to religion is wholly wrong. '
12. Suicide is a grievous crhne.
13. Lying is intrinsically evil.
14. I)uelling is unlawful.
15. rlomicide is a entne against the Natural Law.
16. The right of perluanentownership is derived
nature.
17. Authority is essential to every society.
18. 1\he social state is natural to man.
19. Domestic or conjugal society was' instituted by God, the Aluthor of
nature.
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20. The nlatrinl0nial bond is intended by the law of nature to be per-
petual; hence divorce is unlawful.
21. Marriage is not a civil but a natural contract;, hence in its nature
and its principal rights it is indepe~dent of the State.
22. The education of children belongs by strict right to the parents,
not to the State.
23. The 1nost itllportant elelIlent of education is religion; and to
exclude it (religion) violates the rights of God, of parents and of children.
24. Civi! society is natural to nlan.
25. Rousseau's "Social Contract" is fictitious, illogical, absurd.
26. Authority, essenti~l to every society, is frotn God.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
THE IIOLY EUCHARIST.
a. 'tHE HOI."Y EUCHARIS't AS A SACRAMEN't.
1. The Holy Eucharist was instituted both as a sacralnent and a
sacrifice.
2. Jesus Christ is truly, really and substantially present in the Holy
Eucharist by transubstantiation. ' He continues to he pre~ellt under the spe-
cies of bread and wine as long as the species th~mselves contin11:; to exist.
, 3. Bishops and priests only have the power to change bread and wine
into the body and blood of Christ.
4. The matter of the sacranlent of the Eucharist is wheat bread and
genuine wine of the grape; the fortH consists in the words of Christ: · 'This
is My bodY ; this is My blood. '"
5. The obligation of receiving the Holy Eucharist rests on a necessity
11.ot of tneans but of precept.
b. THE HOLY EUCHARIST AS A SACRIFICE.
6. Christ offered Hinlself as a bloody sacrifice 011 the cross.
7. The sacrifice of the Mass is a true sacrifice, offered to God in praise,
petition, thanksgiving and ato11ement.
PENANCE.
1. Christ gave to His apostles a special power to forgive sins; this
power is a judicial power, and has descended only to the hishops and priests
of the Church.
2. The power to forgive sins in the sacra~ent of penance extends to
all sins cOttlmitted after baptism.
3·. The sacranlent of penance i~ the ordinary means of salvation for
those who after baptism have fallen into mortal sin.
4· Confession is of divine origin.-The acts of the penitent, contritio11,
etc., nlust be endowed with certain qualities in order to be valid matter of
the sacranlent of penance.
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EXTREME UNC'rrONi
I. The divine institution of the sacraluent of extreule unction is
proved fr0111 different sources. , '
2. 'rhe special effects of extrenle unction are fourfold.
3. Any baptized person wIlo has attained to the use of reason is
dangeronsly ill, tnay receive the s~crament of extrenle unc~ion.
}1'IRS1' TERM.
1. Functions and their classificatioll.
2. Increnlents and their equation.
3. Differentials and Derivatives.
4. Differentiation of :
(a ) Algebraic Functions;
(b) Logarithulic. FUllctions ;
(c) Exponential F'unctiollS;
(d) 1'rigonolnetric Functions;
(e) Inverse-Trig0110nletric FUl1ctio~lS. .
5. Equations of Tangents and Nornlals.
6. Successive Differenthtls ancl Derivatives;.
7.. Evaluation of Incletenninate l-l'orms t and of DE~n~7atjvE~'S
l~\ll1ctiol1s.
8. Expansion of Functions; Taylur'::;'ThceoJttxu; :M~~d':qtl,~~~t~~S'~~llIf~~i()~'em
9. The rrheory of Maxilua and :\Iillima
10. Elemt:lltary pril1ciple~ of the Integral
1r. General Integrals; Definite Integrals.
12. Integration 1ly Rationalization.
13. Integration of Trigononletric Fortns.
Iior.,v ORDERS.
1. The priesthood, conferred upon the apo~tles, by Christ, was to be
propagated by 111eanS of holy orders.
2. The character of th~ pries~hood once received call never be effaced.
3. The priesthood consists of different orders"collstit\.lting the hi~;rWchy.
of orders; with 'which is closely connected the hierarchy of jurisdtctiotl '
MATRIMONY.
1. Christ restored the bond of marriage to its. OI'l2'linafl,:;'ml
dissolubility, and raised Christian marri:.:lge to the r"IJU'·lll"'''l''((lltcr'\~'
2. There are certain inlpedhnents;, also. of
which render nlarriage between certain parties
invalid.
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ASTRONOMY.
SECOND ~ERM.
I. The Celestial Sphere; Definitions and General Considerations;
Deternlination of Latitude, Time, Longitude and the Position of·a Heavenly
Body.
2. The Earth: its Dimensions and Form; Proof of its Rotation;
Determination of its Dimensions by Geodetic Surveys; Determination of its
Mass and Density.
3. The Earth's Orbital Motion and its Consequences: Precession;
Aberration '.:, the Seasons and the Calendar.
4. The Moon: her Orbital Motion, Distance and Dimensions; Rota-
tion and Librations; Phases; Physical Condition; Surface Structure.
5. TWe Sun: its Distance, Dimensions, Mass and Rotation; Surface
Spots; Solar ~pectrum; Chromosphere, Prominences and· Corpna; Mainte-
nance of Sqlar Heat; Age and Duration of Sun.
6. Eclipses, Solar and Lunar; Ecliptic Limits and number of Eclipses
ill a. Year ;:the Saros; Occultations.
7. The Planets in General: their Motions and Orbits; Bode's Law.
8. Cotnets: their Motions and Orbits; Constituent Parts al1d Appear-
ance; Physical Constitution.
9. Meteors: Aerolites, their Fall and Physical Characteristics; Shoot-
ing Stars; Meteoric Showers; Connection between Meteors and Comets.
10. The Stars: their Nature, Number and Motions; Stellar Parallax;
Variable and Multiple Stars; Clusters and Nebulae.
II. The Nebular Hypdthesis.






THH DEGREE OF MAS'tER OF ARTS IN COURSE WAS CONFERRED UPON
WM. A. GEOGHEGAN, A.B., '99, JOHN F. NEILAN» A.B.» '00, .
ROBERT A. LANIGAN, A.B., '99, JOSEPH~:t NURRE, A.B., '00.













JOSEPH :F'. DOHAN', WII4LLAM FLANAGAN,
OSCAR]. VERKAMP.
THE HIGHEST HONORS OF THE GRADUATING CLASS WERE M.ERITED ;BY
FRANCIS F. KRAMER.
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llBOnot£l of t1Je <!@olb ~ebal£l
AWARDED AT THIS COMMENCEMENT.
TI-IE ST. XAVIER LYCEUM,
MARRIED MEN'S SODALITY,
MARRI:8D LADIES' SODALITY,




For the following Colleges under the care of the Fathers of the
Society of Jesus:
ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY '.' St. Louis, Mo.
ST. XAVIER COI-tLEGE . . . . . . . . .. .. . :" Cincinnati, O.
ST. MARY'S COLLEGE St. Mary's, Kansas.
S1. IGNATIUS COLI-tEGE.. , , ChiQago, Ill.
DETROIT COLLEGE., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..: Detroit, Mich.
MARQUETTE COLLEGE , , '.' Milwa.ukee~ Wis.
CREIGH1'ON UNIVERSITY , ' ' Omaha, Neb.
ENGLISH.
A Purse of $IOO was offered by MR. D. F. BREMNER, of Chicago,
for the best papers on
"~rlze A1tlerican Catholic Graduate and Patriotism: A Lesso1zjro1n tke Life
and Writings oj Orestes A. Brownson."
The First Prize, $75.09, was won by a STUD'ENT OF CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY.
The Second Prize, $25.00, was won by T. LINCOl,N BO-qSCAR,EN,
OF ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.,.
by aThe Gold Medal for the best Latin COrt1't)O$:LtH,••:ll
STun~NT OF ST. LOUISb'Y~NI·v~]RSITv.
PLACES OF RO·NOR : .
Fourth Place.. , ' , ,W1LLIAMP. D'~~4$.·.~" ..~:,····.~[~~~e';~~i~leJge
Eleventh Place. . . . . . . . Or-tlvER C.
PLACES OF
Second Place. , . , ,OLIVER C..TaOMANN, St. Xavier College.
Sixth Place, CHARLES H. SCHRonE;R, St. Xavier College.
,Tenth Place HOWARD N. RAGLAND, St. Xavier College.
Eleventh Place, T. LINCOLN BOUSCAREN, St. Xavier College.
Twelfth Place. . . . . . . .. . THEODO~E H. WENNING, St. Xavier College.
....)1tbject: "Caltista's Vision."
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The Gold Medal
For the best Catechetical Essay was merited by
AUSTIN G..SCH~IDT.
Next in Merit:
JOSEPH H. BAURICHTER, JOHN J. McCARTV.
Subject: "Indulgences. "
The Gold Medal
For the best Oration was merited by
T. LINCOLN BOUSCAREN.
Next in Merit:
WILLIAM P. DEASY, LAROY DRISCOLL.
Donor: The St. Xavier Lyceum.
Subject: 4' Trusts. ' ,
The Gold Medal
For the best Debate was merited by
WILLIAM P.' DEASY.
JAMES J. DONNELLaN.
"'~t;l~~V"""Q~. That the United States shoztld retain per1nanellt
'/)os.seSS10n of the Philippine Islands."
The Gold Medal
Por the best Scientific Essay was merited by
WILLIAM P. DEASY.
Next in Merit and Equal:






In the First Section-Philosophy, Rhetoric and Poetry Classes,
was won by
JAMES J. DONNELLON.
Next in Mept :
FR:A.NCIS· A. GAUCHE, , OLIVER C. THOMANN,
EDWARD J. ~aAGY.




JOHN P. DUNPHY, JAMESW. FARRELL,
PHILIP H. D'ORGER.










FRANCIS' A. GAUCHE, OLIVER C. THOMANN,
EDWARD J. TRAGY.




JOHN P. DUNPHY, JAMES·W. ,I;'''1I-.l.~~'''~C;4I.I!4.
PHILIP H. DORGER.
I n the Third Section-C)asses of First Acad~11p;ic'a.Jf.i
Second Commercial,. waS won by
ALVINO J. ZANON~.





LAWRE:N CE J. FRIOH~JJ~~~~t,~:






Herbert B. Voss, 97,
Francis J. Gerst, 95,
Louis G. Brinker, 94,
~\tlatb of ~t£miumu.
CLASSICAL COURSE-Collegiate Department.
N..}3.-The Pretnil.1nlS for First alH.:t Second lfonors are detertninecl by
the daily recitations and the quarterly cOJ..upetitions of the year. the standard
for the First Honors is 90 per cent., and for the Second Honors, 85 per cent.
RHETORIC CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For the fIighest Average in;the Collective Branches of the Cla~s
was nl~rited by
T. LINCOLN BOUSCARHN, 98.
First .lionors :
Thotnas M. Geoghegan, 92 ,
Cyril G. Viel, 9I,
George J. O'Bryan, 9£.
Second Honors:
Charles F. Wynne, 89, John H. Kilduff, 86,
Edward F. Tracy, 85.
Pirst: T. Lincoln Bouscarell.









~'\irst: T. 'Lincoln BO\.lSCarel1.
Next in Merit: :Herbert B. Voss,
Thornas M. Geoghegan.
ORIGINAL COMPosrCION.
First: T. Lincoln BouscClt'en.
Next in Merit: I-Ierbert B. Vuss,
Cyril G Viel.
PHYSICS.
First: T. Lincolu Bouscaren.'
Next in Meri't: Fra1l'~isJ. Gerst,
Herbert B. Voss.
PRRCEP14 S OF I..I'rERA'rURE.
First: T. I~illcoln Bouscaren.
Next in Merit : 'rhos. M. Geoghegan',
l:Ierbert B. Voss.
MA'rHEMA'l'ICS.
First: T. IAncoln BotlSCarell.




Next in Merit : Francis J. Gerst,
ThotllaS M. Geoghegan.
Robert M. Chuck, 86,





For the Highest Average ill the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
OLIVER C. THOMANN, 98.2.
First Honors:
Charles H . Schroder, 98, Charles W. Schmitt; 94,
Peter A. O'Brien, 97, Laroy Driscoll, 92,
Francis]. Walsh, 95, John A. Hoban, 92,
J. Donlinic Cloud, 94, Austin G. Schmidt, 92,







First: Oliver C. Thomann. First: Oliver C. Thomann.
Next in Merit: Charles H. Schroder, Next in Merit: Peter A. O'Brien,
. Peter A. 0' Brien, Charles H. Schroder,
Francis J. Walsh, Francis J. Walsh,
John J. McCarty. George T. (jeringer.
GREEK. PRECEPts OF LrrERATURE.
First: Oliver C. Thomann. First and Equal :, Olivet C. Thomann,
Next in Merit: Peter A. 0' Bri~n, Charles ii. 8 etlfo<ler.




First: Austin G. Schmidt.





First: Oliver C. Thonlann.





First: Charles W. Schmitt.
Next in Merit: J. Leo Cassidy,
Hugo SchlocbtermeJ~r"
Louis H. Hehman, ·
George T. G,eril1ger.
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CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
THOMAS J. GLENN, 95·5·
First Honors:
William A. Ryan, 93, Charles O. Browne, 92,
James W. Parrell, 92.5, Francis X. Cotter, 9I,
Philip H. Dorger, go.
CHRIS~IAN DOCTRINE.
First: Thomas J. Glenn.




First: Thomas J. Glenn.




First: Charles O. Browne.









First: Thomas J. Glenn.




First: ]anles W. Farrell.




First: Thomas J. Glenn.




First: Joseph J. Archdeacon.
Next in Merit: John C. McFarland,
John P. Dunphy,
James W. Farrell.
CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION 5.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
. was merited by
HOWARD N. RAGLAND, 97.2.
First Honors:
Theodore H. Wenning, 97, C. Louis Coffin, 92,
George J. Steinkamp, 93, William S. Muehlenkamp, 91.
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Second Honors:
John H. Bleckmann, 88, William C. Meyers, 86,
Francis L. Scott, 87, George G.Gamble, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. LATIN.
First and Equal: T. H. Wenning, First: Howard N. Ragland.
Howard N. Ragland. Next in Merit: T. H. Wenning,
Next in Merit: George J. Steinkatnp, C. Louis Coffin,
Francis L. Scott, William' S. Muehlenkamp,
John H. Bleckmann. George J. Steinkamp.
GREEK. ENGLISH PRECEPtS.
First: Ifoward N. Ragland. First: Theodore H. Wenning.
Next in Merit: vVm. S. Muehlenkaulp, Next in Merit: George J. Steinkanlp,
Theodore H. Wenning, Howard N. Ragland,
George J. Steinkamp, William S. Muehlenkamp,
John H. 'Bleckmann. William C. Meyers.
HISTORY.
First: Howard N. Ragland.








First: Otto J. Moorman."





First: Theodore H. Wenning.
Next in Merit: Howard N. Ragland,





For the Highest Average in the Collective B;rancbes
was merited" by •
ALBERT W. LEIBOLD, 97·I.
First Honors:
John L. Bunker, 94,
.. Aloysius H. Aull, 94,
Willia~ A. Dowd, 94·
Thonlas Flannery, 97,
Thotnas J. Donnelly, 95,
Robert M. McMechan, 95,
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Second HOllors:
William J. Balton, 89, Arthur ]. McFarland, 86,
Joseph ReVernlal1, 87, Lawrence C. Murphy, 85,
Francis C. Cloud, 86, James C. Reenan, 85,
Lewis J. Roeslein, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Thomas J. Donnelly.















First: Albert w. Leibold.














ORIGINAL COMPOSITION. HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
First: Albert W. Leibold. First: Albert W. Leibold.
Next in Merit: Robert M. McMechan, Next in Merit: Thomas Flannery,
Lewis J. Roeslein, John L. Bunker,
Thomas Flannery, Aloysius H. AuU,
Aloysius H. Aun, Thomas J. Donnelly,
John L. Blinker, Robert M. McMechan,
Thomas ]. Donnelly. Louis M. Bergheger.
MAtHRMATICS.
First: Thomas Flannery.









Por the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
ALBERT B. GRUETER, 94.
First Honors:
Walter S. Schmidt, 93, Joseph D. O'Meara, 90,
Joseph F. Mil111ing, 93, Francis Reardon, 90.
Second Honors:




First: Walter S. Schmidt.






First: Albert B. Grueter.






First: Joseph F. Minning.






First: Albert B. Grueter.













First: Walter S. 'Schmidt.






First: Albert B. Grueter.








For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was nlerited by
LAWRENCE J. FROHMILLER, 99.3.
First Honors:
Bernard C. vVeinkatn, 98, Charles E. Kiely, 96,
Edward J. Brearton, 97, Aloysius H. Bockhorst, 93,
Philip S. Bour, 97, Robert]. Thutnau, 93,
Willirllll A. Luning, 96, Joseph E. Luken, 93,
William J. Creed, 96, Charles O. Bridwell, 90,
Edward J. Kennedy, 90.
Second HOllors:
George C. Kelly, 88, Willard C. Gott, 88,










First : Lawrence]. Frohmiller.






First: Bernard C. \iVeinkalll.






, First: Lawrence J. Frohmiller.






First: Lawrence J. F'rohmiller.






First: Philip S. Bour.






First: Lawrence J. Frohmiller.






First: Lawrence J. Frohnliller.








For the IIighest Average ill the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
FRANCIS A. NURRE, 96.
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E. Milton Crowe, 89,
Robert S.O'Donnell, 87,
Charles E. Reynolds, 87,
Herbert J. Dorger, 94,
Albert P. Crone, 94,
Joseph A. Murray, 94,
First Honors:
Joseph R. Robinson, 94,
Henry C. Wiechelman, 91,
William L. Shannon, 91.
Second Honors :
Henry P. Murphy, 86,
Joseph A. Grimmelsman, 85,
Joseph L. Toohey, ?S.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Albert P. Crone.





First: Albert P. Crone.
Next in Merit: I Ierbert J. Dorger,
Francis A. Nurre,
Joseph A. Murray,
Henry P. Murphy. ,
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
First: Thomas V. Brennan.





First: Albert P. Crone.





First: Herbert J. Dorger.





First : Joseph A. Murray.





First: E. ly.fi1ton Crowe. ,










John B. Theissen, 96,
Leo]. Jonas, 95,
Julius J. Uihlein, 89,
Daniel C. Morgenthaler, 89,
John H. Tuke, 89,
Nicholas E. Browne, 89,
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THIRD CLASS-DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average ill the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
ALBERT H. POETKER, 98.
First Honors:
Albert H. Weller, 95,
Myles A. McIntyre, 93,
Alexander B. Heilenlan, 91.
Second Honors:
Clement J. Krehnbrink, 88,
Elul0re F. Torlina, 87,
Henry H. Homan, 86,
Francis J. Kennedy, 86.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First and Equal: Albert H. Poetker,
John B. Theissen.






First: Albert H. 'Poetker.
Next in Merit: John B. Theissen,
Albert H. Weller,
Leo J. Jonas,




First: 'Albert H. Poetker.







First: Albert H. Poetker.







First: AJbert H. Poetker.







First: Albert H. Poetker.
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ARITHMETIC.
First: Albert H. Poetker.
Next in Merit: Albert H. Weller,






First: Albert H. Poetker.








For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
JOHN H. LAMOTT, 9,).
First Honors:
George,] Cooney, 94, EUlile ]. Delor, 9I ,
Her~lan J. Grote, 94, Henry J. Waldhaus. 90,
Aloysius M. Gerhardstein, 90.
Second Honors:
Charles J. Brechelt, 89, Clement J. Wiechelman, 87,
Joseph A. Verkamp, 88, Francis A. Ratterman, 86,
Walter J. Connolly, 85·
Class..Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Henry J. \Valdhal.1s.






First: George J . Cooney.






First: John H. Lamott.






First: lierman ] .. Grote.
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HISTORY.
First: Emile J. Delor.






First: George J. Cooney.






First: Emile J. Delor.







































































For the Highest Average ill the Collective Branches of the First Commercial




Edward P. Wetternlall, 88, Clifford T. Sheridan, 86,
Andrew '"r. Sullivall, 87, John C. Cook, 85,
Henry A. Westermann, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Henry A. Westernlalln.
Next in Merit: E. P. Wettermall,
Andrew T. Sullivan.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
Fi!rst: Clifford T. Sheridan.
Next ill Merit: John C. Cook,
Leo G. Goesling.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Clifford T. Sheridan..
Next in· Merit : Andrew T. Sullivan,
Edward P. Wettennan.
HISTORV AND Ql$OGRAPBY.
First: Andrew T. Suilivan.
Next in Merit: E. P. Wetterman,
Clifford T.· Sheridan.
BOOK-KEEPING. COMMERCIAL LAW.
First: Henry A. WestenllaUll. First: Henry A. Westermann.
Next in Merit: Clifford T. Sheridan, Next in Merit: E. P. Wetterman,
Andrew T. Sullivan. Clifford·T. Sheridan.
ARITHMETIC.
First: Edward P. Wetterman.
Next in Merit: Henry A. Westermann,
Jo~n C. Cook.
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THIRD CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
GODFREY WILDE, 93.
Edward W. Gerth, 90,
First Honors:
'Anthony B. Herking, 90.
Second Honors:
John E. Feeney, 88, George W. Kruthaup, 87,
Henry W.. Gleason, 88, John E. Howard, 85,
Charles B. Ratterman, 88, Charles F. Enneking, 85,
Carl A. Bill, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Anthony B. l-lerking: First: Charles B. R~tterman.
Next in Merit: Charles F. Enneking, Next in Merit: Go.dfrey Wilde,
Edward J. Braun, John E. Feeney,
Henry W. Gleason. Anthony B. Herking.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
First: George W'. Kruthaup.














First: John E. Feeney.




First: Leslie P. Orr.





For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
HERMAN H. TAPKE, 93.
8'£. XAVIF~R COLLEGE.
Second lIo11ors:
Frederick J. Moser, 87, Willialu McGinn, 87,
James C. Summers, 85.
GRAMMAR.
First: Herman H. Tapke.







First: Herman H. Tapke.






First: George H. Sanning.













First: Hernlan H. Tapke. First: Frederick J. Moser.
Next in Merit: Willian1 McGinn, Next in. Merit: James C. Summers,
George H. Sanning, Herman H. Tapke,
Joseph C. Kraus,. Williarll McGinn,
Joseph A. Moses, George H. Sanning,
Louis A. Mitchell. Robert J. Montgomery.
READING AND SPEI,LING.
First: James C. Summers.







For the lIighest Average in the Collective Brallcp.es of the Class
was 1nerited by
R. STANLEY BACHMEYER, 98.5.
Pierre J. Bouscarel1, 96,
Roger H,. Sanger, 95.5,
Herman B. Rohs, 94,
First Honors:
Vincent Gallagher, 93,
Edmund J. Voss, 93,
George T. Nelson, 9I.









William McTigue, 86·5, Sylvester L. Hartlaub, RS,
Louis Murray, 86, Daniel E. Reidy, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: R. Stanley Bachmeyer. First: Pierre J. Bouscaren.
Next in Merit: Roger H. Sanger, Next in Merit: R. S. Bachmeyer,
Herman B. Rohs, Vincent Gallagher,
Pierre J. Bouscarell, Ednlund J. Voss,
Edmund J. Voss. Roger H. Sanger.
READING AND SPEI~I..ING. HIS1\ORY.
First: Roger H. Sanger. First: Pierre J. Bouscarell.
Next in Merit: R. S. Bachtneyer, Next in Merit: R. S Bach111eyer,
Vincent Gallagher Edtllund J. Voss,
Herman B. Rohs, Roger H. Sanger,
Pierre J. Bouscaren. Vincent Gallagher.
GEOGRAPHY. ARITHMETIC.
First: R. Stanley Bachnleyer. First: R. Stanley Bachmeyer.
Next in Merit: Pierre J. Bouscaren, Next in Merit: Hernlan B. Rohs,
Roger H. Sanger, Pierre J. Bouscaren,
Ednlund J. Voss, Edmund J. Voss,
Herman B. Rohs. Vincent Gallagher.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
First: Roger H. Sanger.

























Premium: FRANCIS L. Scot-to.
N ext ill Merit:
79
Bernard W. Kunkemoeller, Alvino J. Zanone.
GERMAN.
F ttst Class.
Premium: JOHN M. WILKE.
Next in Merit:
Robert M. McMechan, Albert L. Weller,
Alexius C. Strybel.
Second Class.







Premium: ALOYSIUS J. AULL.
Next in Merit:
George J. Cooney, Herbert F. Bill,
Edw~rd A. Drucker.
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<trcrllcut llQrpottmcut Rub lBiligrncr.
The following students were distinguished for excellent

























































































Penske, Jul ius E.
,Flanagan, Willianl
Flannery, Tholnas P .
. Foley, Charles G.

























































































































































































































































100, Perfect; 75, Required to Excel.
Ahern, Cornelius J. .... . .... ,89
Archdeacon, Joseph J. . . . . . . .. 77
Attl1, Aloysius J . . . . . .. . 91
Attll, Edward I-l, ·75
Aull, George J ' .. 8r
Bachnleyer, R. Stanley ·95
Balton, Williaul J 85
Barry, George L I • •• • •••• 79
Bergheger, Louis M. . . . . . . . . . .. *
BerHng, Joseph II ·97
Berting, Charles A. . . .. . ··79
Bill, Carl A 78
Blecklnanu, John Ii. . . . .. . 86
Bockhorst, Aloysius II 89
Boex, Anthony W. . . . . . . . . . .. . *
Boex, John W *
Borgmann, Fral1cis H .. , 79
Bour, Philip S 91
Bouscaren, Pierre J ' . . . . . . .95
Bouscaren, tr. Lincoln , . . . .. 97
Braull, Edward J 88
Brearton, Edward J 96
Brechelt, Charles J 92
Bridwell, Charles O I ••••• 88
Brinker, Louis G. 88
Browne, Charles (). . . . . . .. .. .93
Browne, Nicholas E 83
Broxtermann, Joseph A 80
.Bunker, JOh11 1-1. . . . . . . . . .. 95
Burdick, EdnlulHl. . .. . .. 75
Carroll, Willianl C; 85
Cassidy, J. l~eo ' 79
Chuck, Robert M 75
Clark, John P . . . . . . . 80
Cloud, Francis C. . . . . . . .. 89
Cloud, J. Dominic. . . . , *
*Excused.
Coffin, C. I~ouis 94'
Connelly, Michael J 86
Connolly, ':Valter J .. ' . , 90
Conroy, Tholnas J ' .. . 75
Cook, John L ' 93
Cooney, George J . 98
Cotter, F'rancis X, 94
Creed, Williatn J 92
Crone, Albert P ,90
Crowe,E. Milton........ . .. , 84
Deasy, Charles P , . . . . .. *
Delor, Etnile J.. . <:)1
I)ittrich, Joseph 1-I.. . . . . . . . . .. 82
Donnellon, Janles J .:.... , 80
Dounelly, 'I'holuas J ,95
I)oppes, Henry C, . . . . . . . .. 78
Dorger, Herbert J 87
I)orger, Philip H : go
Dowel, Willianl A. . . . . . . . . . . .. 95
Dowling, Edward A 78
Driscoll, Laroy .' *.
Droege, Prederick I. . 91
I)rl1cker, Edward A 78
Dyer, I~aynlo11cl H 75
I~ich, Louis. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 77
Eicher, Albert M 80
Enneking, Charles F' 80
Enneking, Norbert B 81
I~nright, John J 78
Erpen beck, Charles J. . . .. .. 80
HstertUall, IIenry B........... 89
Farrell, Janles W . . . . . . . . .. 94
Peeney, John E. . 87
Finn, Martin A ' 76
Flannery, Tholnas P 97
Foley, Charles G ... ,... . 78
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Foss, Robert B 78
Frohlniller, Lawrence J 98
Gallagher, Vincent 92
Ganlble, George G . 8 I
Gauche, Francis A. . . . . . . . . .. .82
Geoghegan, 'f'homas M 93
Gerhardstein, Aloysius M 90
Geringer, George T 91
Gerth, Edward W 89
Gleason, Henry W. .. . 82
Glenn, Tholl1as J ··············95
Gosiger, Lawrence A. . . . . . . . .. 77
Gott, Hubert H ',' .. 78
Gatt, Willard C 76
Greiwe, William J ········.79
Griffin, lioward 76
Grote, Hertllan J . . . . . . .. ··.··.93
Grueter, Albert B 98
Hartke, F. Henry. . .. ..,. ..: 86
Hartlaub, Sylvester L .. .. .. 88
Hehman, Louis H 81
Heilemanll, Alexander B 82
Hel1kanlp, Willianl.. . ,75
Helltnann, Robert R .. . 80
llenkel, Leopold A 88
Herking, Anthony B . .87
Hoban,johnA 88
Hoban,]ohn E 83
Hoban, Nicholas J 85
Hoban, Robert A , . . . . . .. 82
Hornan, Henry H 75
Howard, John E 80
HuStua'll, Cleveland H 82
Inderhees, I-Iellry 80
Jatlas, Leo J...... . . . . . . . . . . .. 86
Kelly, George C 76
Kennedy,Edward J 8&
Kennedy, Francis J 82
Kenney, Eunis] , 94
Kent, Gerard C 75
Kiely, CharlesE 93
Kilduff, ] ohnlI 8r
King, Barthalotuew ] 78
Klopp, Ralph 81
I{nagge, Francis H ,83
Kock, Joseph N , 85
!{raus, Joseph C 80
Kruthaup, B. Frederick 94
Kruthaup, Joseph 83
Kruthaup, George A, 96
Kuhlmann, George B " 85
Laage, John I ' 78
Lamott, JOh11 H , '" 96
Leibold, Albert W : 97
Luken, Joseph E 87
Lynch, Willialn E 90
McCarthy, Albert C 82
McCarty, John J , 84
McDevitt, Charles J 77
McFarland, .Arthur J 83
McFarland, Thomas J 77
McGin11, William , 86
McIntyre, Myles A. . . . . . . . . . .. 83
McMechan, Robert M 92
McTigue, Willialu F , 86
Macke, Francis J 90
lY.renge, Goswin B 80
Merk, Arthur C 75
Meyers, William C 90
Milllling, Joseph F 89
Minor, Ancel C........... . 85
MitChell, Louis A. . . .. . 77
Montgomery, Robert J. .. . 80
Moorbrink, Norbert C 78
Moornlau, Otto J 86
Morgenthaler, Daniel C 83
Morgenthaler, Henry W 75
Moser, Frederick J . .. . 9°
Moses, Joseph : 78
Muehlenkamp, William S 90
Mueller, Albert J 86
Mulvihill, Philip J '.' .. 81
Murphy, Henry P 83
Murphy, Lawrence C ;.. 79
Murray, Albert I, '" 79
Murray, Joseph A.. '" 92
Murray, Leo W 77
Mttrray, Louis 83
Nelson, George T 88
Nickol, William A 76
Niehaus, Charles ' 79
Nielnanu, Adolph H 90
Nurre, Francis A 86
Nurre, Leo J · 85
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ol Brien, Peter A *
0' Bryan, George J 88
Oldiges, Aloysius J , 83
O'Meara, Joseph D 91
Orr, Leslie P. . . . . . . .. .., 84
Oyerbeck, George A 9 I
Pfau, Clifford C. . . . . . . . . .. 78
Phelan, Francis D 77
Poetker, Al bert H 98
Ragland, Howard N. . . . . . *
Ratternlann, Charles B 9°
Rattermann, Henry P 96
Ratternlann, Francis A. . 9°
Reardon, Francis A. . . . . . . . . .. 85
Reemelin, Walter G 77
Reenan, James C. .. : 76
Reenan, William L. . . . . . . . .. .83
Reidy, Daniel E 76
Renneker, Aloysius F. . . . . . 79
Reverman, Joseph H 9I
Reynolds, Charles E. . . . . . . . . .. 80
Richmond, John A. . . . . . . . . . .. 87
Robinson, Joseph R ' .. . .. 84
Roeslein, Lewis J 76
Rogers, George S...... 75
Rohs, Herman B. . . . . . . . . . . 97
Roth, John L 80
Rothert, Francis H 86
Ryan, G. Hoadly.......... 83
Ryan, William A... . . . . . . . . .. 94
Sanger, Roger H. .. . 93
Schilderink, Wilford H 75
Schlochtermeyer, Hugo 79
Schnlidt, Austin G . 95
Schnlidt, Walter S. . . . . . . . . . .. 94
Schmitt, Charles W 9°
Schroder, Charles II 96
Schumaker, George P......... 83
Schupp, Paul I~ 78
Scott, Francis I.,.... . . . . . . . . . . . ,95
*Excused.
Sebastiani, George J 8r
Sheridan, Clifford T 89
Slevin, J allle~ W ' " 83
Sprange, Arthur J.. . 80
Steinkanlp, George J 90
Strieker, Henry C 76
Sullivan, Andrew T 78
Sutluners, J anles C 85
'rapke, Hertuan I-I. .. . 96
Taylor, Gordon E 78
Theissen, John .B. . . . . . . . . . .. .. *
Tholuann, Oliver C *
Thutnan, Robert J 87
Torlina, Elnlore F 86
Tracy, Edward J 87
Tuke, John H '" .8r
Uihlein, ]ulius] 83
Ullrich, Willianl A 85
Van Kirk, SylvesterD 81
Verkatnp, Joseph G , 89
Viel, Cyril G 88
VOll Wahlde, ]. Clarence 8r
Voss, Clifford W 78
Voss, EdnluI1Cl J : . . . . .. *
Voss, Herbert B , . , 96
Waldhaus, Henry J 91
Walsh, Francis J 95
Weinkam, Bernard C 92
Weller, Albert L 91
Wenning, TheodoreH 96
Westermann, Henry A , 88
Wetterluan, Edward P 81
Wiechelnlan, Clement J 86
Wiechelnlan, I-Ienry C 86 .
Wilde, G·odfrey. . 92
Wilke, John M , 88
Wilkietneyer, George H 78
Winter, Charles R 87'
WynlHe, Charles 1:..... . • • • •• . 90
•ST. XAVIER COLlfEGE.
~t:rt~~ftr~t ~nnual ClCommencement.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, IgoI, 8 P.l\L
March, "The Invincible Eagle," (New,) (Sot.tsa,) .
Overture, "Raymond." (Th01'1Zas,)
87
"A CENTURY OF PROGRESS,"
Song, "Over the Dancing Sea, (Roeckel,)





Gavotte, (for String Instruments,) (Mattioli,) Cincinnati Grand Orchestra
"LOYAI./rv"-VALEDICTORV, •
Song, Fairyland Waltz, (Veazie,)
. MATTHEW H. MANGOLD
. . Chorus and Orchestra
MASTER'S ORATION,
. ,




Finale, "The Smart Set," (Boex,) Cincinnati Grand Orchestra
£lDpettfltg of .1fall ~etnl,
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, ~90~.


